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: =P { Your hosts -— Bob —— Red —— Larry --— Jeff 

Every Wednesday Beer or Bust —— $2.00 
ALL BEER, WINE AND SODA YOU CAN DRINK 

Friday and Saturday Disco Mania 

YOUR FAVORITE DISCO MUSIC WITH 

; q MILWAUKEE’S FINEST DISC JOCKEYS 

q 4 * deg 3 THE BARON PUB [downstairs] is now 
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a ect Lf a’ liqueurs and imported beers. 
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} Rea ‘ The Baron’s fabulous free buffet 
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? : ES and a wine auction. 
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AY y SUN-DAY Summer Festival 
4 : ; ¥ A flea market on the Baron parking lot 

es : 8 pe with games and refreshments. 
A Watch for date! 

vy y Announcing-We will soon begin construction of 
¥ a new dance floor with a New York 

i 5 lighting system! 
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ST. PAUL & WICHITA - NAY TO GAYS a 

St. Paul, MN—On Tuesday, April 5 : Bryant organization and_ several 
25, the voters of St. Paul repealed ee fundamentalist sects. Two polls 
the gay rights section of St. Paul’s taken in mid-May gave the Eugene 
human rights ordinance, approving * : ordinance about an even chance for 
the repeal initiative by a vote of " survival, though these polls did not 

54,090 to 31,690. In the same elec- — Fa take into account the publicity 
tion Tom Burke, a gay Vietnam vet- ' 7 — effects of the repeals in St. Paul 

eran, was also defeated by a large : - 4 arid Wichita. 
margin in a bid for one of the seven > . In Seattle, WA another battle 
City Council seats. An angry and _ = has also shaped up. Two policemen 
hurt gay community here has vow- : — ss here have started an organization 

ed to ‘‘not stop fighting for our : Z GY me = called =Save Our Moral Ethics 
rights as human beings.’’ oY (SOME), and are trying to get 

Craig Anderson, spokesperson | ee” 17,600 signatures to put the initia- 
for the St. Paul Citizens for Human — tive on the next city ballot. Repre- 

Rights, added that ‘’we are not go- gare. sentatives of Bryant’s Protect 
ing away. . .this is our city too. This Sere America’s Children organization 

vote has demonstrated that we Seattle Mayor Charles Royer have already visited Seattle for 
must be open and honest about out for a city contest in ten years. Strategy sessions with Baptist 
who we are.’” St. Paul Mayor Rev. Ron Adrian, leader of the evangelist William Chapman, one 
George Latimer, who supported re- anti-gay forces, had predicted only 0f SOME’s leaders. The ordinance 
tention of the ordinance, said that a repeal vote of 2 to 1; and Robert — Which they seek to overturn prohib- 
he still feels that “every human Lewis , co-director of the Sedgwick __ its discrimination in housing and 
being deserves equal protection County Homophile Alliance, had employment J 
under the law’’, and publicly re- _ hoped for as high as a 40% vote to Seattle’s gay community has or- 

quested gays who reside in the city retain the rights law. Wichita is a 8anized a group called Citizens to 
not to leave because of the vote. center of Bible-belt fundamental- Retain Fair Employment, whose 
Moments after the election re- ism, and polls prior to the referen- Coordinator is Charles Brydon, 

sults were known, over a thousand dum indicated that there was vir- President of a gay business group 

supporters of gay rights marched tually no chance for saving the or- in the city. In a recent press re- 
through the streets of St. Paul.  dinance. The ordinance, when ap- _ !ease, Seattle Mayor Charles Royer 
Demonstrations before and after proved by the City Council last said in reference to the initiative ef- 
the vote were common in many September, squeaked by with a forts that he will ‘‘not tolerate any- 
other U.S. cities. Rev. Richard vote of 3to2. thing having to do with discrimina- 
Angwin, who led the anti-gay for- Lewis commented on the results: tion against homosexuals.’’ 
ces, appealed for the most part to It shows there are a lot of bigoted | The Mayor added that equal oppor- 
fear and misunderstanding in a people in Wichita. . .people who _ tunity in housing and jobs ‘’should 

campaign which resembled the are willing to go to the polls and ot be based on sexual pref- 
earlier tactics of Anita Bryant’s vote to discriminate.” At gay ral- erence.” cape 
“Save Our Children’’ advertise- lies and demonstrations following In order for the initiative to ap- 
ments in Dade County. Craig An- the announcement of the referen- Pear on the ballot, the signatures 
derson charged that the smear dum results, gay representatives Must be collected and certified by 
campaign was saturated with fear © vowed to continue to fight for July 24. Citizens to Retain Fair Em- 

(Kt and misinformation, and added “education, decency, and human _ Ployment has already prepared a 
a that ‘‘fighting against fear, . . — rights.’” number of legal challenges to the 
HQ against hatred, well, that’s a strat- Two more battles are coming up. Petitions if they are presented; 

i egy that’s difficult to overcome.’ Shortly after GPU NEWS goes to and, if successful, these legal chal- 
On Tuesday, May 9, the voters of press, voters in Eugene, OR will be lenges would prevent the initiative 

6 Wichita, KS, voted to overturn — deciding the appeal of a similar or- from reaching the ballot. Even if 
Ub their city’s 8-month-old rights ordi- —_dinance in that city. Gay organiza- _ the tactic is not successful, how- 

ae nance by a margin of 5 to 1. The tions are busily engaged in crash _eVer, polls in the Seattle area have 
3 final vote was 47,246 to 10,005; educational programs in the given the present rights ordinance 
ee which represented 44% of the attempt to combat campaigns by 2 better than even chance of surviv- 

city’s electorate, the largest turn- anti-gay groups affiliated with the 'N& the initiative vote.



Ottawa, ONT—In a letter to the Bookstore, Rosemary Ray of Van- Zurich, Switzerland—Earlier is- 
National Gay Rights Coalition, | guard Books said that the seized sues of GPU NEWS have reported 
Prime Minister Elliot Trudeau has material will probably be released homosexuality among gulls in Cali- 
intimated that he expects the Can- shortly. She added that the seizure fornia and geese in Canada, and 

adian Human Rights Commission __was “‘in keeping with the general now the rhinoceros has apparantely 

to make recommendations very climate in Canada as we await the _ decided that gay liberation should 
shortly for further government decision of the Body Politic trial... not be under-represented on the 
action on gay rights in Canada. Ina ___ so the anti-gay forces are muster- | mammal’s branch of the evolution- 
carefully worded letter, Trudeau ing their allies.’’ ary tree. 

stated that the ‘‘Royal Canadian On the issue of gay rights, Tru- ie % as. 
Mounted Police, the Department deau and the present Government ‘ee wis 
of External Affairs, and the De- find themselves pushed in both di- + ¥y) / 

partment of National Defense have __ rections by the present Canadian eth /, 

found that homosexuals are target- scene nationally. On the one hand, ay i 3 
ed for blackmail to a greater extent the Body Politic trial has stirred f do ae 

than heterosexuals. . .There is no much anti-gay sentiment in Toron- § 7 Ha 
government policy, either overt or __ to, as did the recent Canadian tour wa % ‘ j 4 
covert, to discriminate against of Anita Bryant. On the other hand, d f ti 
homosexuals.”’ the Parti Quebecois in Quebec has 4 2 # Pe ~ Ti 

Trudeau went on to say that he just passed a strong omnibus gay eo Pe r 
and his colleagues ‘‘feel strongly rights measure, whose existence e 2B j % 
that the Federal Government must _ partly challenges the credibility of , ra ir. 

make every effort to eliminate prej- the Ottawa Government. ro “Hees. 

udiced attitudes towards homo- ee ta = 
sexuals, but you will appreciate SILVERSTEIN ‘oe eos i ¥ * Le 
that this can be a very slow pro- es Sa 
cess.’’ He declared his agreement INTERVIEWS Das Tier of March, 1978, reports 
with the present Armed Forces pol- | New York, NY—Dr. Charles Sil- that several male rhinos in German 
icy of discharging gays. In Canada _verstein, author of The Joy of Gay Nd Swiss zoos have been observed 
these discharges do not cite sex and A Parents’ Guide to Ho- taking _an_ inordinate interest in 

reasons for the release, ‘‘in order mosexuality’ has begun inter- other members of their own sex. 
to avoid harassment and for their viewing gay men for a new book __!Wo results are expected to follow 
own benefit.’’ on gay male lovers. The book, ac- $00. (I) U.S. Immigration author- 

At almost the same time as Tru- cording to the author, ‘‘will cover __ ities are expected to prohibit any 
deau issued his announcement, a the history of gay relationships,  8@Y rhinos from entering the U.S., 
shipment of books, records, and the nature of gay love, and both F at least to deny them tourist 
other materials sent by Oscar the satisfactions and trials of Visas. (2) An Anita Bryant organi- 
Wilde Memorial Bookshop (New male lovers.’’ zation, called ‘Save Our Rhinos 
York) to a bookstore in Edmonton, Four special categories areem- _ from Sin’’, is being considered for 
Alberta, was seized by Canadian phasized for the interviews: Switzerland and Germany. Since 
Customs. The shipment was desig- (1) Those who have had very sat- _— psychiatric counseling failed to 
nated as ‘‘controversial’’ by the  isfactory or very unsatisfactory help the geese and gulls in North 
Collector of Customs in Edmonton. affairs, (2) Lovers who have been America, German zoo authorities 
Among the books seized were together more than ten years, (3) have declined the possibility of 

Lesbian and Women’s Movement, _Lovers living in rural areas, and _ psychotherapy. They are, however, 
Homosexual: Oppression and Lib- (4) Heterosexually married men considering reading _ selections 
eration, and The Joy of Lesbian witha gay lover. Confidential in- | from the Old Testament through 
Sex. The three books are on sale __terviews will be held ina number loudspeakers daily during the 
already at several bookstores in of geographical areas, and Silver- _rhino’s feeding periods. 
Canada. Craig Rodwell, owner of stein noted that men of all ages GPU NEWS has also been told 
Oscar Wilde, wrote a letter of pro- | areneeded to make the bookcom- __ that the Vice Squad of the Milwau- 
test to Barry Steers, the Consul prehensive. kee Police Department is currently 
General of the Canadian Consulate For further information contact doing undercover surveillance 

in New York. Dr. Silverstein at 233 West 83rd _ work at the rhino cages of the Mil- 
| In a letter to the Oscar Wilde Street, New York, NY 10024. waukee County Zoo.



Washington, D.C.—The American uality. tolerate such distortions.’’ Humph- 

Sociologists Association, with The action in the Council was a__reys added that several more refer- 
8,000 members drawn from cam- result of resolutions passed by the enda, using such distorted data, 

puses, government agencies, and membership of ASA at its conven- are scheduled for the coming 
research organizations throughout tion in the fall of 1977. These reso- months; and that sociologists have 
the U.S. and Canada, has announc- lutions, which were overwhelming- a real professional obligation to 

ed a major policy commitment to ly supported, denounced cam- counteract the falsehoods and the 
the eradication of anti-gay atti- paigns to deny gays their civil fraudulent use of scientific data. 

tudes. rights, and claimed that many of Sociologists are particularly 

The Execuitive Officer of the the anti-gay campaigners were dis- | angry about the falsifying of socio- 
Association, Dr. Russell Dynes, an- torting sociological concepts and logical findings by the anti-gay 

nounced that a ballot among mem- __—s research. Laud Humphreys, _ rights forces. ‘‘The data are clear. 
bers of the Executive Council had _ nationally known expert on homo- Homosexuals are not dispropor- 
put the organizaztion officially on sexuality and aleader of the Sociol- _tionately found among those who 
record as condemning all attempts — ogists’ Gay Caucus, noted that molest children. Homosexuals do 
to prevent gays from gaining full “Groups like ‘Save Our Children’, _ not ‘recruit’ persons into a life of 
and equal rights. In addition, the the so-called Anita Bryant cam- homosexuality. The perpetuation 
Council also declared that the soci- — paign, have abused sociological of false stereotypes like these is 
ology of homosexuality is a ‘‘legiti- findings. Conclusions drawn by harmful for all concerned,’’ noted 
mate and important field of study”’ people misusing such findings are Jessie Bernard, a leading authority 

which should receive ‘‘special en- being used to harm individual on family life and Research Scholar 
couragement’’ because of the so- members of sexual minorities, and | Emeritaat Pennsylvania State Uni- 
cial stigma placed upon homosex- the sociological profession cannot _ versity. 

San Francisco, CA—A gay rights junctive relief and damages, and New York, NY—In a recent com- 

ordinance prohibiting discrimina- ask the District Attorney to take munication sent to Pope Paul by 

tion based on sexual orientation in action. Supervisor Quentin Kopp Walter Kay, President of Dignity/ 

employment, housing, and public said he hoped that once the law International, Kay lauds the Pope 

accomodations, was adopted in was adopted there would be no for his willingness to exchange his 
early April by the Board of Supervi- “‘rush to the courts’’ in overreac- life for hostages in a recent terror- 
sors. When the law is enacted, said tion. He also requested a progress __ist act in the Midle East, and urges 

Deputy City Attorney Donald J. report six months after it had been him to extend his’ courage to the 
Caribaldi, San Francisco will be- in effect to determine how many support of gay Catholics. 
come the only city in the U.S. with suits had been filed. “We ask you to speak out equal- 

such a law. *““We are asked to take an affir- ly in behalf of the civil and human | 

“All this says is that gay people mative step,’’ said supervisor John rights of Roman Catholic homo- | 

are OK,”’ said supervisor Gordon Molinari, ‘‘no more patty-cake sexual persons, according to the 
Lau after more than two hours of resolutions. There is nothingin this norms of Vatican || and the recent 

Board debate. ‘‘It says, ‘If gay peo- legislation that |, as an employer, Vatican declaration on human 

ple can do the job, hire them; if | cannot live with.’ sexuality.’’ 
they can pay the rent, rent to At the end of April Mayor The official catholic position re- 
them.’ It affirms a basic right tobe | Goerge Moscone signed the 1978 mains.that homosexuality is sinful. 
treated as a human being.’’ Human Rights Ordinance at a for- Recent pronouncements and stud- 

Basic to the reservations ot sev- mal press ceremony. Attorney ies by leading catholic theologians, 

eral board members was the claim Matt Coles, developer of the legis- as well as by lay persons and 
that many Americans are not lation, said he felt it ‘‘was like priests, have argued for the legiti- 
sophisticated or intelligent enough (New York) Mets beating the Yan- macy of a serious questioning of 

to understand the necessity for the  kees 4 games to 3.’” Moscone pre- _ this position. The papacy, together 
bill. sented the pen that makes the doc- _ with the official hierarchy of the 

Under the law, persons claiming ument lawon May 11 to Supervisor Roman Catholic Church, have re- 
discrimination can file a complaint — Harvey Milk, the city’s first elected mained adamant in their opposition 
with the Human Rights Commis- gay official and one of the ordin- to any change in the official po- 
sion, sue in the courts for both in- _ance’s co-sponsors. sition.



Milwaukee, Wi—At about 3;30 of sexual assault, the attendant a } 
a.m. on the morning of May 6, two __ was booked on charges of resisting a 
vice squad policemen, assisted by arrest, one patron was charged sp 
about 30 or 40 uniformed police- — with lewd and lascivious conduct, be | 
men, raided The Broadway Health and the balance were booked on i el “ 
Club, 158 N. Broadway. About 50 from one to several counts of sex- a OS : 
or 60 members of the club were ual perversion. (Sexual perversion te ca De 
present at the time of the raid, but —_is currently a felony charge, but en eS 

only 18 were arrested. under a recently passed law will a “a a 
Apparently the club had been become a misdemeanor on June 1.) a eB 

under investigation for about two Bail ranged from $1,000 to \ Re | | 
weeks by the two vice squad mem- — $3,000 (or 10% in cash) in most \ y i 
bers who had persuaded amember cases. Several friends spent the | I 
to sponsor one of them for mem- day raising the necessary bail mon- \ f. 
bership. That officer then sponsor- _ies, and the last person was re- z 
ed the second officer. Both had leased at about 8:30 in the evening. & 
made several visits to the club in Although a few of those ar- : 
the previous two weeks. rested retained their own attorneys Ss 

The two vice squad police arriv- | Gay Peoples Union spent the day _ 
ed at the entrance and asked tobe _ establishing a Legal Defense Fund, = 
admitted. When the attendant ask- _— raising funds, and contacting At- (More photos next month) 

| ed for membership cards, they — torney James Shellow (who was in Twelve were given the option of 
| jumped across the counter and be- _ Toronto). Shellow flew back to Mil- _ pleading guilty to the crime of dis- 

gan to beat him with flashlights. waukee to attend a meeting of the orderly conduct (A misdemeanor, 
Thinking the club was being rob- victims held Sunday afternoon on __ but still acriminal charge) or facing 
bed, he grabbed a stool to protect | the premises of the raided club. certain charges of sexual perver- 
himself. Finally the police identi- It was determined that his firm sion, which since the victims would 
fied themselves as police officers, | would cooperate with the other at- be charged a few days before June 
handcuffed him and took him out- —_ tornies, but would represent all 18 1 will be a felony charge. 
side. (at the expense of GPU) at least As GPU NEWS goes to press, at 

The officers then broke down the ‘through the formal charging and least five of the victims have 
door and ran up the stairs. A mem- if necessary through any court pro- ~hosen not to accept the D.A.’s 

ber, hearing the noise, ran through cedures hereafter. not-so-charitable offer and have 
the club warning the patrons thata | Monday all appeared at the District | vowed to fight. 
raid was in progress. The police Attorney’s office. The D.A., to- GPU NEWS is in possession of 
proceeded to the third floor and be- gether with the arresting officers certain additional information 
gan to round up the patrons, and attorneys visited the club to which may be used in defense. This 
breaking down the doors to many — view the damage and check the po- _information will not be released 
of the private rooms. One patron lice statements. No one was charg- _until strategy consultations with 
was hit in the head as the door was__ ed that day, formal charging being _attornies have been completed. 
broken down. It later took 6 stitch- | postponed until Thursday. See Calendar on page 46 for 
es to close the wound. Meanwhile GPU continued to June fund raising events for GPU 

The questioning and apparently _raise funds. Collections were taken Legal Defense Fund. Many thou- 
random arrest procedures took at several bars, The Tiger Rose sands of dollars will have to be 
about three hours. Birthday Show, and an auction of raised. Reports of monies collected 

The owner called the club during paintings at the Wreck Room, as and spent from the fund will ap- 
the raid and he, too, thought the well as individual donations. pear in futures of GPU NEWS. 
club was being robbed. He called On Thursday the D.A. dismissed Mail contributions should be 
the police and headed for the club. | four cases, reduced the owner’s sent to GPU Legal Defense Fund, 
On his arrival he was promptly charges to one count of 4th degree P.O. Box 92203, Milwaukee, WI 
arrested. sexual assault, charged the atten- 53202. Donations are tax deduc- 

Bookings were not started until | dant with misdemeanor resisting _ tible. 
after noon, and bails were not set _ arrest, turned the one lewd and las- IF WE DON’T ALL HANG TO— 
until even later in the day. The civious case over to the city attor- | GETHER, WE’LL SURELY HANG 

owner was booked on three counts ney to process on a.civil charge. SEPARATELY. SEND MONEY!
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LAPD ON GAY THREAT McNEILL 
Los Angeles, CA—The Los Angel- telligence Division. PDID is SILENCING 
es Times has printed excerpts from prevented by law from spying on 
a confidential L.A. Police Depart- lawful activities, but the guidelines 

ment ‘‘briefing paper’’ which isde- for its operations are vague; and Brooklyn, NY—‘‘It may be the 
signed to outline the extent that critics claim that Police Chief Ed first time in recent years when 
“homosexuals, as an organized Davis (now retired) used PDID as _ such a protest has been made by 
group, pose a serious threat to the _an illegal spy network against all Protestants regarding the silenc- 
welfare and safety of the citizens of _-minorities. ing of a Catholic theologian,’ 
Los Angeles.’? The document was Regarding its proposed pro- said Robert Raines, Director of 
prepared by the coordinator of the grams, under the heading ‘‘Legal _ the Kirkbridge Retreat House in 
department's community relations Constraints’ the brief replies: Bangor, (PA). The protest took 
program for the Staff Officers An-  ‘‘None’’. Under ‘‘Budgetary Con- _ the form of a letter to John Cardi- 

nual Retreat (SOAR), conducted straints’’ the answer is again nal Billot of the Office Promoting 

last June in Santa Barbara and at- ‘‘None’’. And finally, on the ques- Christian Unity in Rome regard- 
tended by the department's high- tion of ‘‘Time’’, the answer is: _ ing the silencing of Father John 

est-ranking officers. ‘‘Immediate.’’ McNeill, S.J., by the Prefect of 

The document is prefaced with a the Sacred Congregation for the 
full-page cartoon depicting a limp- LESBIANS doctrine of the Faith last August. 

wristed effete gay male standing in “We believe that the scholarly 
front of a door marked LAPD. The FOUND NET and responsible exploration of 
text begins by claiming that homo- human sexuality occurring in our 
sexual activists are for the most NewYork, NY—A communications society today is necessary and 

part ‘chicken hawks’’, and sug- network among lesbian organiza- useful, and indeed mandated by 

gests a crack-down on their opera- tions on the east coast is being — the spirit of God,’’ the statement 
tions throughout Los Angeles. established as a result of the East- to Cardinal Billot said. ‘‘We be- 

There are quotes from New York ern Regional Conference held here _ lieve that homosexuality is an as- 
psychiatrist Charles Socarides in April. More than 700 lesbians pect of the human experience 
attacking the decision by the Amer- ~ from Maine to Florida attended the | which requires such exploration. 
ican Psychiatric Association’s conference, co-sponsored by Les- | Among those responsible Christ- 

eliminating homosexuality from bian Feminist Liberation (LFL) and _ ian scholars presently engaged in 
the list of mental disorders. These — Hunter College’s Lesbians Rising. such research, we highly respect 
are accompanied by a few pro-gay Fifty-three workshops were ad- the work of Father John McNeill 

quotes by Councilwoman Peggy dressed to lesbian activities and . . . We believe that his silencing 
Stevenson. lesbian groups of various kinds. embarasses and damages the 

The brief outlines a number of The issues of lesbian mothers, les- spirit of freedom of ecumenical 

ways in which the LAPD can coun- bian and gay rights, racism, and conversation on this and other is- 

ter the ‘‘threat’’: 1) train officers disabled lesbians were noted to be — sues of common concern.’’ 

especially for ‘‘dealing with’’ho- those which required the most im- The statement was signed by 
mosexuals, 2) vigorously oppose mediate attention. Over 100 wo- John Bennett, President Emeri- 

attempts to eliminate vice laws or men squeezed into a classroom to tus, Union Theological Seminary 

reduce vice squad budgets, 3) op- discuss ‘The Fear and Stress of (Episcopal, NYC); Robert M. 

‘pose all attempts to decriminalize Coming Out.’’ Brown, Professor of Theology at 

‘‘victimless crimes’’, 4) refuse to Carolyn Pope, spokeswoman for — Union; William Coffin, Jr., Senior 

recognize gays as an ‘“‘official LFL, stressed the need for local Minister, Riverside = Church 

minority’, 5) continue to oppose and national coordination of all les- | (New York City); Harvey Cox, 

the hiring of homosexuals as offi- bian groups in her keynote ad- Professor of Theology, Harvard 

cers, 6) work more closely with the dress. ‘/There is a tremendous Divinity School; George A. Lind- 

city attorney in prosecuting homo- number of women working very _ beck, Professor of Theology, Yale 

sexuals, and 7) sponsor luncheons _hardonalarge number of issues in _—_ University; and Robert A. Raines. 
and meetings for trial judges at a large number of organizations,”’ “The six of us who signed the 
which these can be brought up to she noted. letter,’’ Raines added, ‘‘share the 
date on the gay menace. Women who volunteered to conviction that it is important for 

The only internal LAPD source serve as area contacts for the new __ Protestant theologians and church- 

mentioned is LAPD’s secretive and communications network will now | men to make public protest in 
controversial Public Disorder In- receive a list of contact persons. this matter.’’



Los Angeles, CA—Senator John Many of the circulators have plea to his supporters for an addi- 

V. Briggs’s anti-gay initiative was been asking people to sign the peti- tional $25,000—predicting failure 
refiled earlier this year after the _ tion inorder to keep homosexuals _ for the drive unless the money is 
original set of petitions were dis- from molesting school children.’’ raised. The Los Angeles Times 

qualified because of improper In fact the Briggs bill would require noted that Briggs, who is also a 

wording. Briggs needs 312,000 val- the firing of anyone advocating gay gubernatorial candidate, _has 
id signatures for his initiative to rights or seen in the company of a amassed $295,923 within the last 
qualify. Briggs forces have recently known homosexual. Legal counsel three months. Although he has 

begun paying circulators 35¢.a sig- for a number of gay organizations consistently placed last in the pub- 

nature, and the workers are peti- battling the Briggs campaign ex- lic opinion polls, garnering only 

tioning shoppers in supermarket press the view that all of the peti- 3% of the total, Briggs expressed 

parking lots as well as standees in tions, if they are filed, can be chal- optimism that his campaign would 
line to see the King Tut Exhibit at | !enged and ruled unacceptable be- pick up speed in the coming weeks. 

the L.A. County Museum. cause of the misrepresentation of Briggs anti-gay campaign |S 

The Briggs campaign director, the circulators (which is presently also noteworthy in that he is the 

Bill Butcher, has begun production being documented also). Anumber _ sole candidate who has managed to 

of TV commercials whose theme is: of further legal challenges to the fail to be endorsed by any major 
“Meet the guy who’s out there _ Petitions are also being prepared in political figure. Former Governor 

fighting for decency and morality, advance under the auspices of the Ronald Reagan, as well as present 

and who is trying to rid the class- | Metropolitan Community Church Governor Jerry Brown, have joined 

room of homosexual teachers.’’ and the Pride Foundation. Representative Yvonne  Braith- 

Briggs is shown talking from what Briggs, who is $167,000 in debt waite and L.A. City Attorney Burt 
appears to be a church. as of January 1, recently issued a _ Pines in opposing the initiative. 

Pomona, CA—Former L.A. Police C6 ee Denver, CO—About 200 persons 
Chief Ed Davis, who is a Republi- * Og marched through the downtown 
can candidate for governor, re-  . section of this city in late April to 
sponded to a variety of questions oo. Ee protest the second killing by a Den- 
during a press conference follow- —s Ss ver police officer of a transsexual in 
ing a $50-a-plate fund-raising re i. ‘s less than nine months. Tony 
luncheon at the Red Hill Country 2 Eo | ‘“Irene’’ DeSoto was shot by a Vice 
Club. State Democratic Party i se Squad officer on March 30. Accord- 
Chairman Bert Coffey had claimed Ye ing to the police report DeSoto 
earlier that Davis was spreading CLC CU struggled with the officer when an 
rumors that Governor Brown is a ao*V i attempt was made to arrest DeSoto 
gay, and issued a recent warning to . — Hei ot on charges of prostitution. On July 
Davis to clean up his campaign. em 14, 1977, another Vice Squad offi- 

While Davis denied that he had a J Oo cer shot and killed Eugene 
ever talked about Governor a : ty “Tracy’’ Levy, who was also re- 
Brown’s ‘‘sexuality’’, he went on Former L.A. police chief Davis ported by police as resisting arrest 
to note that ‘‘this man (Coffey) people with shocking statements, on prostitution charges. 
must suspect there’s something attacked Brown as the ‘‘personifi- Neither police officer had any 
wrong with Brown, since he  cationofevil’’.‘‘He’sdoneajobof charges filed against him. Demon- 
brought it up.’’ In the course of the —_ alienating everyone in the state— _ strators, who walked three miles 
press conference Davis also pro- he’s an absolute pariah in farm through the city to the Denver Po- 
mised not to embarass political op- _ country,’’ Davis added. He predict- _ lice Building, called for the estab- 
ponents by opening up his police ed that very few Republicans lishment of an effective citizen’s 
files as some had feared that he would vote for Brown this year, police review commission with real 
would. ‘| have never used profes- and that he (Davis) would pick up a_—_ disciplinary power. An indepen- 
sional secrets to my political advan- third of the Democrats. dent investigation into the shooting 

tage,’’ he quipped, ‘’I’m a very While Davis’ campaign began as death of 29-year-old DeSoto has 
ethical person.’’ along shot, it has picked up consid- been promised by Phil Allen, 

The notoriously anti-gay Davis, | erable momentum during the past —_ spokesperson for Transsexual, Les- 
who has been surprising many _ several weeks. bian and Gay Defense.



Chicago, IL—Donald E. Mertic, vitally important that the AFSC CAMPAIGN 

Executive Secretary of the Chicago make a clear and strong public wit- 
Office of the American Friends Ser- _ness in its deeds, its actions, andin Tulsa, OK—A slick and costly dir- 

vice Committee, announced in May what it is.’’ ect-mail package is being circulat- 

that his organization has enacted The Affirmative Action Plan cov- ed by the Christian Youth Corps 

an Affirmative Action Plan design- | ers employment, committee and under the direction of the Rev. 

ed to include gay people as well as | boardmembership, membership in David A. Noebel, president of the 

women and third world persons. coalitions, contractural relations, | American Christian College and 

According to Mertic, this plan con- and program design and execution. _ professor of biblical studies there. 

stitutes a pioneering effort to es- A full statement of the plan is avail- | The package is actually an ad for 

tablish the civil rights of all gay able from Paul Brink, AFSC Infor- | Noebel’s book, The Homosexual 

persons. mation Director, 1501 Cherry St., | Revolution, selling for $7.50 per 

Discrimination against gays has Philadelphia, PA 19102. A sum- copy through the CYC in Tulsa. 

been brought to the attention of the © mary statement is also available The brochure claims that the 

AFSC beginning in September of from Janet Kuller, AFSC, 407 S. book is ‘‘written from carefully 

1975, when four gay AFSC staff Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60605. documented facts,’’ and that it 

and committee members sent a let- “reveals . . .Anita Bryant’s epic 

ter throughout the organization an- PLAYBOY and courageous fight against ho- 

nouncing that they were gay, en- mosexual influence in America, . . . 

couraging other gays to come out, GRANTS previously little-known details of 

and requesting discussion of the homosexual activities, including 
problems which gays face both Chicago, IL—The Playboy Founda- _ their methods of seducing adoles- 

within the AFSC and in the larger _ tion announced in May that a grant —_ cents, the politics of the homosex- 

society. of unspecified amount will be going ual movement with full details of 

More gays did come out, anddis- to Gay Rights Advocates, a San President Carter’s pursuit of the 
cussions took place throughout the Francisco-based public interest law ‘gay’ vote, . . ., plus numerous 

national office in Philadelphia and firm that serves the lesbian and other insights and reports that 

in regional offices throughout the gay communities. The grant will serve to reveal the ‘gay rights’ 

U.S. A Board of Director’s memo permit GRA to continue several im- movement as a socially destructive 

written in June of 1976 says that portant litigation and educational and highly dangerous threat to our 

“The AFSC Board of Directors projects. It will also fund a major entire nation.’’ 

supports the civil and human rights new project, the creation of a Noebel goes on: ‘‘The question 

of homosexual and bisexual per- national resource center for briefs, is, how can we prevent it—espe- 

sons, and commits itself to the im- pleadings, and other legal docu- cially since the ‘gay rights’ move- 
plementation of this concern.’” ments relevant to gays andthelaw. ment is being made to appear 
Based on the previous discussions Gay Rights Advocates, a non- harmless by the ill-advised support 

and the memo from the Board, the __ profit California Corporation, is the of public figures ranging from the 

Affirmative Action Planning Com- first public-interest law firm in the new mayor of New York City to the 

mittee was given the charge to con- _ west working exclusively in the gay _ President of the United States him- 
sider oppression and discrimina- community. Offices are located at self.’ He concludes by proposing 

tion on the basis of sexual orienta- 540 Castro Street, San Francisco, that the answer must be sought in 

tion in addition to race and sex. CA 94114 (telephone 415-863-3622) ‘public education’, which of 

The final report of the Affirma- In April the Playboy Foundation course includes a donation to the 

tive Action Committee noted that also announced grants-in-aid tothe Cyc. 

“Gay people suffer not only from Partick Batt Defense Fund, which Potential supporters are assured 

the denial of legal rights and dis- is currently appealing alower-court _ that their names will be retained in 

crimination in employment, but decision which permitted Batt’s fir- strictest confidence. Contribution 

also from stereotyping, from cruel ing last year by a Milwaukee rest- —_ boxes are there to check, ranging 

jokes, and from condescension. home because of his gayness. from $1,000 to $7.50; and, for any 

Gay people are one of the few The Playboy Foundation has tra- contribution, the donor receives a 

groups in this country against ditionally provided strong funding = ‘‘free’’ copy of Noebel’s $7.50 

whom it is still legal to pass dis- for women’s rights efforts at the lo- book. The money is to be used for 
criminatory laws and mount popu- cal level, and for a host of court ap- —_ wholly christian ends: ‘‘smashing 

lar campaigns denying them rights _ peals which are relevant to individ- the gay assault,’’ and ‘‘exposing 
. . .In this public atmosphere, it is ual rights issues. this vile movement.”’



New York, NY—The gay rights person of that committee, and was and _ fundamental civil rights is- 
bill, which was narrowly defeated one of those who led the fight — sue.’’ 
in the City Council here four years against the rights amendment four Newly-elected City Council 
ago, has been reintroduced. City years ago. Observers note that President Carol Bellamy urged 
Council President Carol Bellamy there are three sure votes on the ‘‘Perseverance and commitment,’’ 
formally introduced Intro 384 on committee of nine, but that five are _ saying, ‘Don’t let government out- 
April 18, and the bill now lists fif- necessary to report the measure last you.’” Mayor Koch sent his 
teen co-sponsors. The measure out favorably to the full Council. apology for not being present at the 
would amend the city rights law to On Sunday, April 16, approxi- rally. Koch’s statement noted, ‘‘I 
add ‘’sexual orientation’’ to the list mately 2,000 supporters of gay have heardit said in the media that 
of items which cannot be cited as a_ rights marched and rallied de- this City Council bill is controver- 
legal basis for refusing housing, manding immediate passage of the ial. | don’t see why. It is a simple 
employment, or public accomoda- bill. The rally included speeches _ bill, based ona simple principle: no 

tion. by several members of the NYC New Yorker should be denied a job, 
The new measure is now before gay community and politicians sup- _a place to live, or participation in 

the General Welfare Committee of _ portive of the measure. Ruth Mes- the life of this city solely on the 
the Council. Council member  senger, a City Council co-sponsor basis of his or her sexual orienta- 

Aileen Ryan (Bronx) is the chair- of the bill, ANQU important tion. 

Chicago, IL—One of Chicago, Inc. “win four persons to your side.’’ 

held its 14th annual banquet on Since recent referendums on gay 
Saturday, May 13 in the Pavilion : os rights have lost by an average of 
Roomeer the Bismark HotalieA Her Ca ra four to one, Gates believes that the 

an invocation delivered by Rev. e%, Yen Bees an oe en education. 
Valerie Bouchard of Metropolitan ‘ha! ee The featured speaker was State 
Community Church, over 400 per- ai & Representative Robert. E. Mann, 
sons enjoyed a multi course dinner. | who as chair of the Judiciary Com- 
Special! entertainment was provid: E “<= — mittee introduced four bills into the 

ed by Michelle Faith who sang her Sy N Illinois legislature last year that 
version of The Taylorville Express ‘y dealt with say rights. Mann said, 
and her original Ode to Anita. a A tee et, ae 

:. ‘ pa , you do not have it, nobody loes.”” 

eae fe ee a Fc caied orth gayconmeniy 
One “ol the highlights of the ala form ee oe liberal 

: ; causes to ‘‘win others to your 
We Poul Be os os hi dent of One of Chicago, called for a __ side.’ Commenting on recent ref- 
James H Gates (Little Jim). This lower profile by the gay community —_ erendum losses, he said, ‘’Some- 
award is presented ane year Fon and more one-to-one education on _ times the best way to be a winner is 
Prmerioriotie: cemicelta ihe meay the part of individual gays. He pre- _ to lose a few.” 

community.’’ In his acceptance sented a “‘rearmament plan’’ The benediction was given by 
speech, Gates, who is past presi- which calls for each gay person to Rev. Malcolm Boyd. 

Los Angeles, CA—The first annual dates were chosen with an eye to Lutherans Concerned, an organi- 
meeting of the members of Luther- the national convention in Chicago zation of gay and nongay layper- 
ans Concerned since the founda- the following week of the 3-million- sons and pastors, was founded 31% 
tion of the caucus in 1974 has been member Lutheran Church of Amer- years ago in Minneapolis. It has 
scheduled for Milwaukee, Wiscon- _ ca. Chicago itself was bypassed by grown. steadily since, and now 
sin, on July 7-9, 1978. Called Assembly ‘78 planners out of re- numbers chapters in twenty Ameri- 
Assembly ‘78, the event was an- spect for a boycott—called by the can cities. The Milwaukee Chapter 

nounced by coordinators Diane National Council of Churches and can be contacted at Box 92872, Mil- 
Fraser of Kasota (MN) and Howard the National Organization for waukee, WI 53202. The central ad- 

Erickson of Los Angeles. Women-—of all fifteen states which dress of the organization is: Box 
The Milwaukee site and the have not yet ratified the ERA. 19114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.



News of the defeat in St. Paul magazine, has been a traditional than ever still need workers, gay 

threatens to preculde upcoming supporter of individual self-deter- organizations remain in dire need 
news of defeats of gay rights ordin- —_ mination; and Playboy’s editors of gay people, of new blood to mix 

ances in other cities. One gay have been no less outraged at the with the old, of lots of sweat to 

newspaper, connecting St. Paul to anti-gay efforts of the neo-nazi and _vivify projects and programs. We 

Dade County and reporting some- fundamentalist groups than have need applause for our successes as 

what gloomy prospects for both the most outraged of gays. That’s —_|ittle as we need commiseration for 

Wichita and Eugene, headed its St. the moral side of the coin. The pru- our defeats. We need more gay 
Paul story as ‘‘Anita Bryant: Two dential side is that Playboy realizes people everywhere to come out of 
Down and Two to Go.’’ The great- _ that gays are collectively just the the woodwork to celebrate and sup- 

est defeat, however, would not be _ first hurdle for the Bryants of this port their own liberation and dig- 
the vote in St. Paul or anywhere country. The slogan of ‘‘public nity; and, without these, the gay 
else, but rather the use of these decency’ is intended to mark the — movement may well go down in 
outcomes as an excuse for pessi- tombstone of gay rights first, but history as the most munificently 

mism and/or inaction. GPU NEWS __ other tombstones are in the work- funded vacuum in the chronicle of 

has consistently tried to bring toits ing. So Playboy’s commitment to human liberation. 
news columns a balanced account _ the gay rights issue can be viewed 
which forestalls defeatism and un- _as a bit of self-defense also. FEE DBACK 
due optimism, for both of these It would be a great mistake to 
states threaten the continued vigi- view prudence as the enemy of Dear Editor, 

lance and efforts which are nec- moral outrage, or to suggest that Thank you for the wonderful 

essary to the gay movement. Playboy’s motives are somehow explication de Texte on Calamus 

Not every cloud has a silver lin- less. morally honorable because and Walt Whitman. Things like 
ing, but we have continually insist- _ they involve self-defense. A moral this make your magazine wonder- 
ed that the clouds and storms Commitment tothe freedom and in- fully worthwhile. | suppose | have 

should be seen ina larger context, _tegrity of all persons does not pre- known Calamus slightly before, | 
Setbacks there are, but there must _lude self-protection—in fact, as am sure | have, but it never came 
be seen side by side with advances: _ Playboy’s editors have noted on — through so forcefully and as the 
the news must be read as a whole. more than one occasion, the latter magnificent thing it is until | read 

St. Paul’s citizens, spurred by ig- absolutely demands the former. the article and the quotation from 

norance and lack of concern, have Nazi Germany provides only one the poem. 

defeated one rights ordinance. A lesson among many. The appetite Thanks again and let’s have 

new ordinance has been introduced _ Of the forces of oppression is truly more things like this article. 
in New York, another has been Voracious: allow them to devour Sincerely, 

signed in San Francisco, Quebec’s and emaciate one minority (or even Dr. J.C. Mickel 

Parti Quebecois has introducedand 2 majority), and they will quickly i Mt. Zion, Ill. 

passed one of the strongest pieces turn to others. Dear Editor, 
of gay rights legislation in the But all of the money in the world, We were pleased to have your 

northern hemisphere; and, as re- whether it comes from the Playboy review of our recent publication 

ported also in this issue, the Play- Foundation or any other well-wish- Feminism and Philosophy by Vet- 

boy Foundation is in the process of  !"8 source, will only even up the terling-Braggin et al. We note, 

pumping some much-needed fund- odds: it will not tilt them. Warm however, that you indicate the ad- 
ing into the efforts of local gay bodies are ultimately the odds- dress .of Littlefield, Adams and 

organizations. The news is not all beaters here, and funding sources Company as Boston. Please note 
good, not all bad, but it is better cannot provide these. The partici- that we are located in Totowa, New 

chaniteverhasheen! pation of gay people in the organi- Jersey. 
The Playboy grants are partic.  Zations commited to their own lib- Very truly yours, 

ularly promising, coming as they eration remains  depressing— Grace R. Cosgrove 
do on the crest of Playboy’s already better than ’ decade ago, less de- Advertising Manager 

strong commitment to women’s pressing perhaps, but still depress- 
rights. We can view the Playboy _ ing. If there is any place where GPU NEWS 
support in the context of moral out- _action is needed, it is here within 

rage or in the context of purdence. the gay community. Funded pro- = 
The Playboy Foundation, like the jects (of which there are now more ats Vim
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by Lee C. Rice 
The referendum defeat of another gay rights or- 

dinance in St. Paul at the end of April should com- 
mend both reflection and political analysis. Many 
there are who will insist that the defeat offers little 
more data than did the earlier Dade County debacle, 
and than will the probable defeat of still another 
rights ordinance shortly in Wichita. To future politi- 
cal and movement analysts we can safely consign the 
(important) task of ferreting out general similarities of self-esteem. Even if a new rights ordinance should 
and differences among the referenda. Optimists will be put into effect two years down the road, the real 

point out that the St. Paul vote provided a somewhat human suffering and losses of those two years cannot 
narrower margin of loss than did Dade County (and be ‘‘brought back’’. Rights are not like dollars—they 

probably narrower than will Wichita). Pessimists can can’t be stored away to accumulate interest for later 

counter with the observation that both political com- use. 

munities had a solid tradition of liberal legislation; so From within the gay movement, it appears that the 

that, if gay rights legislation is to enjoy any success, lessons to be learned are principally two. They are 

it should have been then and there. not new, for indeed they have been hammered out by 

Demographic differences aside, both cities dis- every gay-lib publication since the turn of the cen- 

played certain similarities in the manner that their tury. St. Paul just adds some underlining and ex- 

referenda were carried out. St. Paul had its own dim- clamation points here and there. The gay community 

inutive version of Anita Bryant in the form of a fun- can best be seen as a large series of three concentric 

damentalist minister peddling hell, brimstone, circles. The enclosing circle is the gay population it- 

and—that great catchword of all fundamentalist self —one of America’s largest and most diverse min- 

drivel—‘‘decency’’. The pro-gay forces in St. Paul, orities. The next circle inward is that of out-of-the- 

while not so well funded as in Miami, were perhaps closet gays: though larger than it used to be, it still 

better organized, and also in a position to profit from does not encompass a plurality of the gay population. 
past oversights. They also enjoyed the support of vir- Smailer still, the innermost circle is that of gays ac- 
tually all non-fundamentalist religious leaders, inclu- tively working for the movement. In terms of that 
ding even the Roman Catholic (which traditionally model, St. Paul’s lesson is easily stated—the three 
has not supported any political platform which lies to concentric circles should approach the same circum- 
the left of Louis XIV). In the last count, the differenc- ference as well. 
es will probably be said to have outweighed the sim- How often have you heard a relatively out-of-the- 
ilarities. So what went wrong? closet gay say something like, ‘‘Why should | sup- 
Movement analysts have already begun to suggest port the gay movement?’’, or ‘‘What have they done 

that the political climate in the United States is just for me?’’? It is not what the gay movement will do for 
not yet right for the democratic decision procedure to a gay person, but rather what others will do to a gay 
Operate on the gay rights issue. There is much truth person in the absence of that movement which is the 
to this claim, and | shall return to it shortly; but let’s more interesting question. The lion is already at the 
first turn inward. Just as the successes of the con- door, so the time is a bit late for discussing the vir- 
temporary gay movement, which still well outnum- tues of lion-taming. The loss of rights protection is 
ber its failures, have been due in great part to gays not something which affects only ‘‘movement 
themselves, we should not ignore the fact that the people’’, ‘for the aims of the anti-rights forces are 
buck often stops at the same place when we are tally- quite clear; and whether gays belong to the move- 
ing failures. Let it not be said that the St. Paul refer- ment or not makes not one whit of difference for 
endum was simply a minor setback on the grand and these. If your boss decides to fire you because you’re 
inevitable road to human liberation. When it comes gay, the likelihood of his/her asking first about your 
to human rights, no setback is a minor one. As a re- position in the movement is small. 
sult of the St. Paul defeat, there are gays who will So getting more gays involved in the movement is 
suffer loss of jobs, and (what is more important) loss the only way to combat the forces strongly opposing



gay rights. But the people who voted against gay who were convinced that what they were doing was 

rights in St. Paul were not all religious fanatics or right, but didn’t ask for a Harris Poll. If the U.S. 
fascists. Some of them are just plain dumb—‘‘unin- Founding Fathers had submitted the Bill of Rights to 

formed’’ is a more polite term, but that is where the plebiscite, it probably would have gone down in over- 

second lesson comes in, the enlarging of the middle whelming defeat then; and sociologists tell us that it 
circle to the outermost. Without gay visibility, un- would fare no better today. Rights, as the Founding 
committed voters are simply casting ballots in the Fathers clearly saw, are best prescribed as antece- 

dark, swayed by the propaganda of fundamentalism, dents to constitutional law, rather than being left to 

but without the slightest edge of personal contact or the vagaries of public opinion and sentiment. 

acquaintance with the real issues at stake. There is If all of this sounds somewhat elitist, then so be it. 
no big mystery or deep insight involved in all of this, It appears well confirmed by the history of most 
and it has been confirmed and reconfirmed ad nau- western democracies. Indeed, not a single piece of 
seam by survey after survey. Those nongays who rights legislation that | know (giving or taking rights) 

have openly gay friends, acquaintances, or contacts in this century has been produced by plebiscite or 
tend to be supportive of gays generally; and those referendum. When rights have been conferred (or 

who know no gays do not. That is just human nature. taken away), this has been accomplished by legisla- 
We are one and all comfortable with the familiar and tors or judges acting as trustees of the common good, 

fearful of the unknown. not as delegates responding to popular opinion or 

Position papers, pamphlets, television ads, and conviction. | can think of one exception to this only, 

even buttons may lay some of the groundwork; but, Nazi Germany, where Hitler’s party was in fact re- 

in the last analysis, the public education which is the sponding to popular conviction and feeling by disen- 

key to the success of the liberation movement must franchising the Jews. If the fundamentalists want a 

be a one-on-one job between persons. If it is as indiv- precedent in the area of rights referenda, | suspect 

idual persons that we wish to be fully recognized, that this will have to be it. This point should not be 

then it is as individual persons that we must act in misinterpreted. | am not saying that democracy is a 

the quest for this recognition. In this situation at bad or unworkable system. My point is only that it 

least, there is no reason to suspect that familiarity functions best within a system of fixed rights. We get 

breeds contempt. the rights first, and then exercise them within a dem- 

A traditional assumption made by movement think- ocratic context; but democracy has just never proven 
ers is that, in order for more gays to exit from their itself as a workable means for conferring the rights in 

closets, we need some laws protecting them. The the first place. | 

truth of that is really that, in order for them to safely Where, then, does that leave gays collectively in 

come out, we need the laws. If what I’ve said above terms of the outward thrust of their efforts? If it is 

is correct, it follows that, in order to get the laws, we best not to put the dollars into the electoral process _ 

first need more gays out of the closet, and working in as a means of conferring rights, then where should _ 

the movement. In the absence of laws protecting hu- they be put2 | have two proposals to make in this re- 

man rights, both of these needs will only be fulfilled spect, one conservative and one more radical; but | 

at certain risks. Few worthwhile human (and hu- each is independent of the other. | 

mane) goals can be bought these days without risk First, the gay movement itself has enjoyed striking 

anyway. successes in displaying economic clout. Advertisers 

The conclusion of this inward glance at the move- and businesses generally are displaying more and 

ment itself is neither new nor startling. Prior to legis- more interest in the vast potentialities of the hitherto 

lation we require education, and education requires untapped gay market. Gays are, we are told by the 

educators. The basic inward thrust of the movement specialists, avid consumers; and Madison Avenue 1s 

must be self-help, mutual assistance, and individual just now in the process of realizing that gay money is 

support, in all of their many organized ramifications: not less green for being gay. There is no reason in 

counseling, social activities, publication, dissemina- the world why this collective economic clout cannot 

tion of information, and simple organized commit- be wielded to political ends. The Coors boycott, and 

ment one to another in all of our needs and preoccu- many others like it but smaller in scope, has had its 

pations. successes. If the income and profits from any busi- 

Taking next an outward glance, | suspect that the ness are being channeled into anti-gay sources, don’t 

lesson of St. Paul is as many others are pronouncing just forbear giving it your own business: make an ac- 

it: that the time and signs are not right for public tive effort to see that others go elsewhere with their 

votes on gay rights issues. This lesson also is a bit on dollars as well—and be loud about it. 

the trite side from an historical perspective, for polit- In the same spirit, the gay press has a real obliga- 

ical rights of any kind have seldom fared well under tion to make known which businesses (however small 

public vote. Our much-vaunted Bill of Rights was, or local) are friendly, which are not. When it comes 

after all, the product of a small group of aristocrats to economic clout, a penny saved is a dollar earned.
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This is true for not only the Florida Citrus Commis- church and state are genuinely separate. But the day 
sion, but also for the independent corner grocery when our courts and legislators come to realize this is 
store, whose proprietor makes snappy cracks about a long way off. In the meantime, there is much that 
gays. And, if possible, tell not only others, but let the can be done. Noncooperation with religious huck- 
businesses know too—anonymously if you must. sters is a minimum, but the present legal framework 

Finally, my more radical proposal. It is no great in- provides opportunities for legitimate interference 
sight to realize that, behind: most of the anti-gay ac- and limitation as well. Already civil-rights groups 
tion these days, there lies the haunting spectre of throughout the country are looking hard and fast at 
fundamentalism and religious fanaticism. The stran- the quasi-political machinations of these self-pro- 
glehold of religion on public morals is diminishing claimed saviours of our civilization, and already court 
worldwide, and that more than anything else should battles are in progress. More are needed; and the 
account for the fact that gays have done better in ref- civil rights groups which are seeking restraints on 
erenda votes than they would have a decade ago. The the religious propagandists, while these groups may 
U.S. Constitution guarantees freedom of religion, have taken no public stance on the issue of gay 

but unfortunately it offers no guarantee of freedom rights, deserve active gay support—for the enemy is 

from religion. The airwaves (both television and acommon one. 

radio) are glutted with propaganda, as are newspa- No one says that any of these proposals, whether 
pers and the mass media generally; and all of this they be directed to the gay movement internally or to 
proliferation of religious hard-sell (especially of the the external political and economic forum, can be 
fundamentalist sort) is generously subsidized by a easily implemented or achieved. They are program- 
government which provides copious tax exemptions. matic in the sense that they indicate areas of poten- 

Ultimately | suspect that more enlightened courts tial success. Here, as everywhere, a small step for- 
somewhere down the road will come to realize that ward, once consolidated and entrenched, makes suc- 
church-state separation constitutionally requires the cessive steps both easier and more certain. The St. 

end of religious tax exemptions. The fact that a tele- Paul referendum is not an occasion for breast-beat- 
vision advertiser is wearing a collar and peddling ing or defeatism. Like any battle in a larger war, it of- 
faith-healing rather than laundry detergent offers fers the riches and insights of tactical study and re- 
little ground for political discrimination where flection. 
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thusiastically. She later praised the attentive aud- 

On Friday and Satruday, May 12 and 13, live per- ience. The group sang Play a Fox Trot and What Do 

formances of the nationally known trio Tuxedo Junc- You Do ona Rainy Night in Rio which featured white 

tion were presented at Milwaukee’s The Baron. satin umbrellas. The show ended with renditions of 

Jeannie Kaufman, Jane Schec, and front-woman Toot Toot Tootsie, Goodbye and the song whose re- 

Jamie Eldon gave two solid shows each night. vival they made famous, Chatanooga Choo Choo. 

Dressed in white tuxedo tops and white sheath dress- The last number made lavish use of colored boas. 

es, the trio took the audience on a nostalgia trip back According to Karen Lefcourt, the women’s road 

to the forties as they led off with I’ve Got You Under manager, each woman studied at various dramatic 

My Skin followed by Duke Ellington’s famous Take schools in New York and they attribute their success 

The A Train and Glenn Miller’s Moonlight Seranade. more to their dramatic ability than their singing abil- 

All of the music for the show was pre-recorded, but ity. Various writers have said that Jamie looks and 

vocals were live. Arrangements were tight and im- acts like Bette Middler, but she does not like the 

provisation was excellent. Jamie’s solo | Didn't comparison and says, ‘’| want to be known in my own 

Know About You was received by the audience en- right. I’m Jamie.”’ 
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les. Lillian Resnick and Ronald almost insurmountable obstacles— 

R Ni W Halvorsen are cohorts, soulmates, ones which in this novel are not 
and orphans of similar storms. Lil | surmounted. 

Hansel & Gretel in Beverly Hills, a is fifty-four, onetime journalist, A sampling of the self-contained 

novel by Sheila Weller, William sometime publicist, divorced and episodes will indicate the sort of 

Morrow, New York, 1978, 287 pp., widowed, and alone. Professionally formula which is being relentlessly 

$8.95. (and without charity or insight) she pursued. Lil’s appointment with an 

might be described as a has-been. old friend, now a successful pro- 

Judith Krantz’s first novel Ronald is forty, a hairdresser, gay moter, from whom she seeks a pub- 

Scruples (reviewed in the May, (of course), chronic loser at love, _ licity contract in the hope of revivi- 

‘sue of GPU NEWS), appeared and with a tongue almost melodi- _ fying her stillborn career as a pub- 

1s ‘eavshorictimnerage and Beerale ous in its satiric queenlike wit, and __licist. Ronald finds a lover, and Lil 

taathd elimbeditorthe eanrth spot on also alone. Personally (and also finds herself a third-person-out in 

the list of best-selling fiction without charity or insight) he might _ the ensuing relationship. Ronald’s 

nationwide. Hansel & Gretel is a be described as a never-was. lover is too closeted and guilt-rid- 

new entry in the first-novel sweep- The novel presents a slice out of dento enter a permanent affair, SO 

stakes, arising from strikingly simi- their lives—to quote the jacket, Ronald is on the losing end again, 

inp ait sticiseurcesiand: preoceupa- how they have each other and comforted as always by the pres- 

tions. Krantz was contributing ed- support each other through thick, ence of Lil. Lil gets an out-of-town 

itor to Cosmopolitan, whereas Wel- through thin, through love affairs, job offer, but finds that she cannot 

jens hasiwrittenal extensively wor through all the crud that life heaps “‘be herself’; so she returns to 

McCalls. Weller’s work has also upon them to try to break their Beverly Hills (and Ronald). Lil’s 

appeared in The Village Voice, spirits. Unfortunately, what is the daughter visits from out-of-town: 

New Times, Rolling Stone, Viva, central failing in the novel, the she is having a little trouble being 

and also Cosmopolitan. Krantz was crud is not very cruddy, and the herself, except that she doesn’t 

born in Manhattan and made her heaps are intermittent at best. quite know what herself is. Each 

way to the west coast; where Wel- They are the stuff of which situa- episode, in short, offers the kind of 

12h as) Hora if Beverly Hills (edu- tion comedies are made in tv-land, stuff of which the ideal gay-orient- 

dated at the University of¢Califor- but weaving them into a larger and ed sitcom could be made. As a once 

nia-Rerkeley), and made her way to more continuous tapestry presents weekly episode in an ongoing saga, 

the east coast (she now lives in 

New York). Krantz had first-hand e 

familiarity with the worlds of dress- 
designing and film-production, and os 

Weller knows intimately the social a. 

world of Beverly Hills. BAS 
There are some marked dissimi- Y ¥ tof @ b 

larities as well. Weller’s gay char- 3A 1 

acter is central to the tale, whereas es a 
Krantz’s gays were brought in as a DS 

sort of deux ex machina whenever A y) SS 

Be. story began to limp; and, per- i 

aps most importantly, Weller is 
enthusiastic about the gay she 3501 N. Halsted 
paints—an enthusiasm which _ is " a 

both introspective and genuinely ¥ Chicago 

supporting. Finally, where sted 
was a master of ambience, whic! 

sometimes (but not always) offset Phone 87] - 611 6 

wooden and unimaginative dia- 
lougue, Weller is a master of dia- ORE NE NE RY DOA LY 

logue, often displacing both atmos- -7:00 AM. — 2:00 A.M. 
phere and setting into the back- SA) Tee OU  RDIPA Yi) Nii Gar RAS? ot TELE s3 00 me: ZAM 

ground of her tale. CLASSICS OF THE SILVER SCREEN: 
Hansel & Gretel chronicles the THURSDAYS AT 3 P.M. and 9 P.M. 

la ee wel cae CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS: NUDE ART AND SLIDES



it might well work; but, as a contin- 
AVAILABLE uous narrative, the episodic, the 

ritual, and the predictable all con- 
spire to work their soporific effects 

NOW on the unsuspecting reader. 
All of that is the bad side, but 

there is a good side too—and it is 
x charming, light, witty, and often 

OUR RIGHT reverberant. For one thing, Lil and 
Ronald are genuinely lovable and 
often moving characters; and their 

ALesbian Resource Book Publisher: Prentice-Hall special kind of love and friendship 
roduced in cooperation with women of the provides a base for social comedy 

NATIONAL GAY TASK FORCE 320 Pages which is resonant with underlying 

D Se. ‘ 99 illustrations serious concerns. It is easy for the 
he a ee $12.95 hard cover reader to identify with either or 
© 7 of \M both, and it is this identification 

wld a which in the last analysis prevents 
a. rt eS the novel from becoming tedious. 

ssa seuss waa And, once again, the dialogue is al- 
re ‘ Meet ways fresh and sparkling. 

N illustrated comprehensive guide for lesbians, ‘ 
vecise,ttents legchers. parents feminists, Overall, then, Weller’s first nov- 

legislators, counselors, and movement organizers + Gens 
TIO ESHSEGINNV VIDA UCL SRE el is perhaps more successful in its 
Media Director, National Gay Task Force own way than is Krantz’s Scruples. 

There is less story line, and the so- 
cial milieu is less fascinating in its 

OUR RIGHT TO LOVE: A Lesbian Resource own right; but the characters are 

Book is a landmark volume bringing to- painted in closer perspective and 
gether the most authoritative lesbian with more sympathy and convic- 
writers and activists in the country deal- tion. Both novels have Ge their 
ing openly with the special problems of great grandparents the gothic nov- 
lesbian women in more than 40 articles el which proliferates these days on 
on subjects including legal problems, the paperback Seene: Plot, econ 
therapy, coming out, lesbian research, and continuity are sacrificed in fa- 

health issues, lesbian mothers, sexuality, moh of atmosphere, formula, and 
lesbian feminism, and lesbian culture. SevatlOn Say OWNS leate st ses ly 

vations relate to the genre itself, 
which neither challenges nor up- a : : 
lifts the reader, provides neither 

Di oO d F insight nor education--the reader 
iscount r er orm passes through the pages of such 

novels amused and entertained, 
By all means, send me____ copy(ies) of OUR RIGHT TO LOVE but without transformation. The 
at $11.95 each ($1.00 less than the regular price of $12.95). analogy to television drama holds 

Make checks payable to GPU NEWS and inail to: ve GaP ely take ee 
P.O. Box 92203 Hansel & Gretel is a delightful and 
Milwaukee, Wi 53202 entertaining novel, well worth the 
My payment of $ is enclosed. entertainment of an evening or two 

Discount price includes postage and handling. —and, like Krantz’s novel, it con- 

tains the possible promise of good 
Nstae Saree Hiccet things to come. Whether subse- 

cf quent novels can live up to that 
Address. $+ ae promise is contingent on the ability 

(Olt ScisAt calle SP ales als Hee: Se ig ere gal cai A i of the authors to replace formula 
with imagination, and to transcend 

Zipper n Gol ats Mg es eed the simple. limitations of ther own 
personal experience.
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IN MEMORIAM Following his graduation, he began work as a freelance 

commercial artist in New York City; and, in the space of a 

GPU NEWS is honored to present a selection of works few years, his work had attained a prominent reputation. 

from the sketchbook of Paul Hollenbeck. Born in Elmira, During this period he did numerous illustrations and 
N.Y., Hollenbeck became interested in music, art, and graphics under commission from the Time-Life Company, 

Photography at an early age. He served as a photographer in whose serial volumes many of his illustrations continue 
in the U.S. Navy for four years, and entered New York’s to appear. Though openly committed both to the fine arts 

Pratt Institute following his Navy discharge. He was and to the emerging gay liberation movement, he found 
awarded a degree in Fine Arts from the Pratt Institute in that his work in commercial art left him little time for work 

1963. in either of these areas.
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‘i t The sketchbook contains twenty-four sketches in various 
\ stages of completion, many of them apparently prelimi- 

nary studies for other works. Twenty-three deal with the 
male figure, and one with the female. Other than the 

sketchbook, his bequest to his lover include a number of 
relatively independent sketches on similar themes, several 

Though his fame was in graphic art, his deepest love oils, and some photographic studies. Prior to his death 
was for music. In the early 1970’s he resolved to withdraw some further graphics (not included in the sketchbook or 
from the field of commercial art in order to devote himself the other items mentioned) were submitted to an eastern 

fully to fine arts. Shortly thereafter he learned that he was gay publication, but were never used. So far as we know, 
afflicted with cancer and had only a few years to live. this is the first public presentation of any of the material 

During the mid-70’s, with the continued support and from the final sketchbook and works of Hollenbeck. 
companionship of his lover, he initiated preliminary The most finished and detailed sketch in the sketchbook 
sketchbooks and studies devoted to the fine arts, and deal- is printed last here, and appears on the last page of the 
ing for the first time with gay themes and sensibilities. sketchbook as well. Its detail and inspiration represent 
The advancing cance made his work continually slower some of the finest aspects of Hollenbeck’s work, and the 

and more painstaking. He died in April of 1977 at the age promise of even greater work to come had his studies not 
of 39, leaving his estate to his lover, and his final sketch- been cut off by an untimely death. This closing sketch is 
book (from which these graphics are excerpted) to his par- also noteworthy because it represents the composite unifi- 
ish priest and friend. He was buried in the churchyard cation of two different sources in the eye of the artist. The 
cemetary of the parish (Episcopal) in Brooklyn where both head of the figure was sketched by Hollenbeck from a 
he and his lover were communicants, and where masses picture done by another artist. The body of the figure is in 
are regularly offered in his memory. fact that of the artist himself, sketched from a photograph.
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Sapph iC 
Poem for Sharon 

I’ve haunted you with lovelorn words 
and then laughed them off with a shrug. I love you 

You, I couldn’t help but notice, led me on T love you 
to a point of no return Absolutely. 

and I stand now For what you are 
where you have placed me. And need not be. 

There was a time, Sharon, when my kisses 
could have been yours Elizabeth I. Louch 

if you had let them 
touch your lips with their meaning. 

I would have held you 
close to me I dislike you 

—closer than you’ve ever been before — For your pathological 
had I not feared you would selfishness 

have rejected me. Personal habits 
Now, I see how I loved you Desperate need 

—how I still love you— (Lam too soft 
I see too how you’ve waited for me not to gratify) 

while I waited for you For a cheap orgasm 
to let me touch you with my love. With one eye 

Talso see that after all, I’ve waited too long On your watch 
and though you may have wanted me too, 

I’ve let you slip away. And, for your volatility 

Andrea McCann Love you 
i. And live for you. 

P And exist without you. 
MEM 9 

y e so Elizabeth I. Louch 
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Voices 

She Would Have Loved Me Anyway 

I look at my hands and see my Mother’s hands. 
I look at my face. My Mother is there. 
I look at my soul and see a shadow. * § 
But what is a soul? 
My Mother had a good , kind soul, if one believes in souls. ‘ ‘ 
But she was much too much a timid soul. Ronin lat Pkeright 
Mine seems black to me at times. Open my door and come inside 
Iam not always worthy. But, who is? To be near my sleeping body. 

My Father, who did not deserve her goodness, and she Awaken me with your silent kisses 
Celebrated 50 years together. Four months later And let the darkness take us 
She died. ern In its arms until the morning 
She had gone as far as she could in this Yawns sleepily in waking. 

Unyielding world. p I feel you fading into the night, 
I do not have my Mother’s soul or good heart. coming passively into my power 

But thank God I had her. as I caress the sculptured designs of your body. 
She never knew I was gay. But, I hear your breathing, 

If someone had asked her sighs of ecstasy drifting helplessly 
“Do you know Kelley is gay?”’ through the darkness. 
She would have replied, I see your face 

‘I'm glad she’s happy.”” exprssing each feeling 
She was never happy for too long at a time. That stimulates your most obscure desires. 
She never knew I was gay, but I know Imagine me. 
She would have loved me anyway. Think of the night watching us 

Kelley O’Day come together, united not only physically, 
but emotionally. 

My spirit soars inside you 

to warm you against the coldness 
of loneliness. 

We are together as never before. 
TWIN LOVES Hold me as I come— 

For Fran to that realization. 
Twin loves are we. Andrea McCann 

Two sapphic sapphires 
of Venus magic inception. 
A stardust potion of earth and air 
mixed in the vial of Gemini. 

Sapphic sharing sapphires 
who’re heartlings of breast and vulva, 

sucklings of warmth and woman, 
couplings for astral expedience, 

sisters ina mirror image, we’re 

so like. So like. 

Twin loves so named 
Touched and Touching. In the past GPU NEWS has printed only one poet in any 
Babywomen of ovum and atom. issue. This policy limits the number of poets we can 
Double-lady-positive splits, present in any given year, but allows to print several 
Cosmically matched for thought and feeling, poems by a given poet, making it (we think) easier for the 
Heavenly coupled for love-long living. reader to make judgements about the work. 

However, in this issue we are breaking with tradition 
Twin loves, two, and printing a poem or two by four women poets. Each has 
are we. had material in previous issues of GPU NEWS, so in fact 

Sapphic sapphires, matched. we are presenting the work of old friends. 

Matelings of soul and flesh, Andrea McCann lives in Huntsville, Texas; $. Diane 
so like. . .so like. . . Bogus lives in Inglewood, California; Kelley O’Day lives in 
So like one. S. Diane Bogus Houston, Texas, and Elizabeth I Louch lives in London.
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! straight from child to old man without learning that there 

| first saw the park when | was thirteen, and we'd just had to be adults in between. We went up the last, highest 

driven in from Concord and had some kind of family row hill in the park, and the odor of eucalyptus surrounded us 

after our ritual stop at a certain terrible restaurant in Chi- like a fog, so that | felt further from my family than I'd 

natown which it has taken me these ten years to learn to ever been. ‘Do you like San Francisco?’ the man said, 

stop eating at. My father drove us up Washington while and | told him—scared and excited, because | was having 
my mother and brother fought and | stayed silent in the a premonition—that | was going to move there some day. 
back, promising myself to run away from home as soon as At the top, he pointed north to the bridge and tower and 

| could make plans. Then the park appeared, a mounded clouds, and | knew i’d never see it quite that way again, 
green sundae with eucalyptus and tufts of whipped clouds, unblemished and like a postcard. He said just look how the 

and | was yelling, ‘‘Let’s stop, we'll all feel better,’’ think- fog rolled in over there across the bay, there was a won- 

ing that if | could just sneak behind some bush and smoke derful view of the fog from his house, out his picture win- 

a cigarette | might survive the lousy afternoon. We stop- dow. Sometimes his nephew came over and they looked 

ped and all went different directions, Adrian towards a out of it together, and sometimes it was so awesome they 

swing surrounded by loping, grinning dogs, my mother to took fuck pictures out of the cupboard and had a Wesson 

sleep in the car, my father to sit on a bench beside a Chin- oil party. | looked at him: a scarecrow in a hippie’s garden, 

ese-American woman whose eyes were closed in what ap- awrinkled seedy angel. Very slowly, | turned the other di- 
peared to be the intense examination of some tiny object rection and said, ‘‘I have to go.”’ 

just inside her forehead. | went straight up the hill into ““Do you know what a Wesson oil party is?’’ he said. 
tne grove, passing some hippies who were not impressed “It’s, you know, you jack off.’’ | said that even though | 
by my army jacket and gold glasses, trying to find some hadn’t heard the expression before, and had never 
uninhabited spot. Which there didn’t seem to be too many thought of trying it with salad oil. 
of in this park. People were lurking everywhere, and I’d He said he owned a stereo and an organ and a lot of 
just sat down when an army-jacketed, gold-bespectacled Bach records, and if | wanted to hear them it would only 
creature of seventy or eighty came up and beamed at me. take ten minutes, because it was just down the street. 
He was snaggle-toothed and his hair was the color of a “| have to go. My parents are waiting,’’ | said, seeing 
white Persian cat’s which has said to hell with washing it- the Rambler parked in the distance, shining through the 
self, and he made me extremely uncomfortable, nodding trees, not so hideous today. 
and smiling and standing right in front of me. After a long “Well. It was awfully nice to meet you because you’re 
moment he said, ‘You look like someone who’s interested ‘so much like Wayne, your height and everything.’ 
in music.’” “Thank you.’’ | turned to look at him some more. 

| thought, Jesus, people seemed to be able to zero into “Would you mind telling me something?’’ he said, 
me the first minute, | must be transparent. | said, ‘“Yes’’ smiling. ‘Because Wayne’s just a short little guy, up to 
and | lit my cigarette and feigned disinterest. about here on me, but he’s got a cock on him that’s eight 

“You don’t mind if | sit down beside you here, do you2’’ inches long, and I was just wondering whether yours was 
he asked, sitting. ‘‘What music do you like?’’ | was silent the same size, how long your cock is.’” 
and he gave out a low chuckle. ‘/There’s a reason for my | ran down the hill. He didn’t call out, didn’t laugh or 
asking. | need ideas for records. There’s going to be a sur- follow. | felt my hair in my face, my hair which you might 
prise party. For my nephew. In this room, you ought to see use to decorate a Christmas tree with, it was that fine. And 
this room | have in my apartment, there’s a view of the my skin as pale as tissue paper, which you could look right 
whole north peninsula.’’ He looked at me, up and down. through and see that | was queer. | ran past the hippies 
“Do you know, it’s amazing. You look just like my who didn’t notice me because they had tans and deep 
nephew.”’ | didn’t know what to say, so | threw away the mustaches, and it seemed _, and would seem for the 
cigarette and moved back into the sun. | looked down the next few years, that | was meant to be picked out by losers 

hill and couldn’t see my father anywhere. and oldsters, alcoholics and people with mental disorders 
The man said, ‘You look like a boy who’s interested in who had to slink around waiting for angels to pounce on. | 

classical music,’’ so deftly | lost resistance and blurted jumped into the car where everybody was waiting, want- 
that | liked Cheap Thrills and Led Zeppelin Il. and Bach’s ing to scream that they should never buy me Bach for my 
organ works, and he said wasn’t that something, he liked birthday again, and that an old man had made a pass at 
all those things too. Then he whistled tunelessly, and to me, and that | was happy and didn’t know why. But | 
this day | don’t know whether he was really trying to didn’t show it and didn’t say anything—I just turned to 
whistle the beginning of the D-minor fugue or whether it look at the top of the hill, which was deserted now—be- 
just sounded like that to me. | thought: I’m sick of Bach, | cause | was afraid somebody would smell the tobacco on 
don’t ever want to hear Bach again, this man must think my breath. 
I’m still eleven or something. My skin felt pale enough to 
see through, you could just peer in and read me like notes I 
of music, | couldn’t hide anything. ’‘’You look just like that Three years later | returned to San Fancisco, wandered 
kid,’’ the old bird said, stopping whistling. | almost jump- down what | know now must have been Buchanan, and 
ed and ran. | said, ‘I’ve got smoke on my breath. Do you bumped into the park again. It was deeper in grass that 
have any gum or mints so my father won’t smell the wet season and in my mood of needing something to hap- 
smoke?’’ ‘’No,’’ he said. ‘‘Come up here and look at the pen | thought the grass was bluer and the air was thick 
view.’’ He had a frightening way of bypassing the idea with coincidences. There had even been Chinese food 
that there might be parents around, as if he’d grown again—the day before, I’d gone down to the old basement



restaurant in the hung-duck district for the old Family Din- Hostel. Larry’s, that godawful night. My quote unquote 
ner, except this time it had been the Family Dinner for friends in Richmond. Etcetera. Then how was it | found 
One. Immediately after this second discovery of the park | out about the commune, through Larry or somebody? 
got what | was predicting, the first sex, and also—this is Anyway, somebody at King’s Pawn. So | called and you 
important—a place to live. Just after moving in, | asked watched me, remember—you were doing accounts behind 
Paul what his first sex had been like, and there was anoth- the counter? That was when you gave me change for the 
er surprise. Paul’s answer was that one afternoon years phone.”’ 
before he’d been walking through San Francisco when “That was when | almost asked you to move in with 
he’d found this park. A man had sprung out of the un- ‘me,’’ Paul snoozed. | lifted my head to look at his face but 
dergrowth to ask if he’d like to have sex, Paul had said there was nothing on it except silvery blue light, so | curl- 
okay, and the man had laid him down and buggered him, ed back down and listened to three or four slow heart- 
right under the next bush. beats. My own pulse was charging. 

“How old was the man?’ | asked. We were lying in bed ‘Is that true?”’ | finally said, all at once. 
in Oakland, in a large old room filled with pale old light ‘You looked frightened.” 
from a distant streetlamp. “| don’t like that, looking frightened,’’ | said, racing on, 

“| don’t know, twenty-three or four,’’ Paul said. mad. ‘Anyway, the man on the phone said the commune 
Good. | told Paul about the scavenger I’d met, about would give me a test run for a week or so, so | crossed the 

how flattered and disappointed I’d been, and how auspic- bay and went on up. To California and someplace.’ Cali- 
ious it felt to have ended up here in bed with a card-carry- fornia and Fillmore. ‘’l got there and there were thirty 
ing hippie who could really play Frisbee, instead of some people eating vegetables in a room the size of the Cow Pal- 
loser. ace. Finally a woman came over and asked on what basis | 

“In fact, there’ve been all these signs pointing to this, wanted to live there. | said, on the basis of not wanting to 
to this experience right now,”’ | said. | was sixteen. ‘’Want sleep in the gutter, and I’m not hard to live with. Paul, I’m 
to hear?’’ not that hard to live with, am 12”’ 

“Okay,’’ Paul said. His favorite word. “No,” he said, after awhile. 
“There was this dream.’” “| went around and tried to say Hi how are you to 
“‘What dream?’ people. Nothing much happened. Except | had this tiny 
“It was last week. While | was staying at the Y. I’m ina little argument. The woman who'd asked why | wanted to 

car. We’re driving through a mountain gorge. There’s a live there? Well, she said there were three hundrea 
bull—scooping at the ground with his hoof. Stretching his twenty-eight men in America, Europe, and Asia who con- 
chain. You know. | lean forward and tell my brother, ‘I like trolled the world’s resources. And | said nonsense, how 
to eat beef heart now.’ ’’ can you know a thing like that. She gave me this really fun- 

“That's avery impressive dream,’’ Paul said. He snug- ny look, as if | was some kind of terrible counter-revolu- 
gled down. tionary. | didn’t know what to do, so | got up and said how 

“| think bulls symbolize fucking, don’t you?’ | said, to do you do some more and then all of a sudden they all got 
wake him up. y up and went to bed. Just like that. | laid down on the floor. 

“It could be that you were just horny.’’ | could look up and see these things they were supposed to 
‘As horny as I’d ever been,’’ | said. ‘’And then there attach basketball nets to—that was what the room had 

was—there was meeting you and not knowing you were been designed as, a basketball court. | know, | thought, 
gay and, you know, attracted to me. That’s kind of a coin- Ill masturbate, but there wasn’t anyplace to do it. Six 
cidence, isn’t it2’”’ hours later it was bedtime and | went to sleep. Paul, are 

“1 don’t think so at all,’’ Paul said, opening an eye to you awake?’’ 
switch on the radio—two A.M. and the best blues you'd “No,” he said. 
ever heard in your life, doleful and maroon. “The next morning a man with too many teeth came and 

“And then the park,’’ | said. Paul waited. ‘“I’d had such smiled and told me they didn’t think I’d work out. And 
trouble finding a place to stay. The YMCA.’ The Youth here was the way back to the East Bay Terminal. And good 
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luck.’” “Yeah, okay,’ | said. ‘All | could think of was playing 
He was lean and mute and springy, like a mat. | could the piano and drinking something to get warm. 

tell he was listening. Paul sighed. | tried to get my teeth to stop chattering. 

“Paul, what’s wrong with me? What is it | do? Always “1 think,” | said, ‘‘that you chose the best moment of 
make the wrong remarks, smile the wrong way, what do my whole life to come over and invite me home.’’ 
people see in my face? If | just knew what this defect was | “The piano was nice. You were pretty,’’ he said. 

could overcome it, but it’s always—beyond me, out of Something about that made me furious. | leaned up on 
focus.’’ | gripped the air above the bed, trying to focus, one elbow and the whole bed trembled. ‘‘What do you 

but my hands were fuzzy and baby blue. ‘‘Nobody wants make of all this stuff, then—the dream and park and all 

to fuck it, whatever it is,’’ | singsang, flapping them at the that2’’ 

wrists in jolly rhythm. “What do you mean?’’ he murmured, in a way that told 
“It’s innocence, and plenty of people want to fuck it, so me we were already beginning to be a little bit bored with 

watch out,’’ Paul said. each other. ‘/What do you make of it?”’ 
That stung like hell. We stopped talking for awhile, That took me by surprise. Twenty seconds lapsed. ‘“We 

while a tiny kind of high, ladylike voice sang a thin, blue didn’t just run into each other for kicks, did we? The park 
song about having your heart break while lying awake very wasn’t there for nothing. We wouldn’t be here in this bed 
early in the morning. ‘‘Anyway, | thought it over and came if it wasn’t for that park,’” | said. But it came out like a 

up with nothing —no place or person.’’ question—silly, innocent—and | thought how long and 
“You could have gone back to your parents,’’ Paul said. hard I’d played on the nights I’d known Paul was listen- 

“Your father.’’ ing, and suddenly | wasn’t sure the park had anything to 
“‘My parents are in Asuncion and | lost my passport on do with it. 

the bus to the commune,”’ | snapped. He didn’t say any- 
thing else. ‘‘But it doesn’t matter,’’ | went on, sorry. ‘‘Be- Il 
cause this—event—happened. See, on my way to go jump | picked up Johnnie last night in a Castro Street bar fill- 
in the bay | turned a corner and there it was, the park. | ed with pinball machines, dirty orange light, and mirrors. 
recognized it very slowly. It was absolutely unbelievable, He’s a handsome man, reminding me of farmers on my 
Paul. It was as empty as someplace out in the country, just dad’s side—of whom | didn’t exactly know. We stood at 
like somebody had erased all the bad people and cleared the bar, me with my toothbrush sticking out of my shirt 
up the weather and put new paint on the benches. It was pocket because that’s the look now, ready-for-anything. 
smaller than I’d remembered—just this couple of blocks in I'd spent the evening getting sober and he’d spent it get- 
the middle of town, can you imagine running into it like ting drunk. He didn’t know what to say, he didn’t know 
this? | went over and sat on the grass and waited for some- what to do, all he knew was he was attracted to me. We 
thing to happen. Well, for somebody to. | wanted a man to made out, stopped to take long pulls of beer, made out, 
pick me up is the truth. But there was still nobody, it was stopped and looked at opposite exits, as though we were 
just an empty ballpark for me, like that basketball court. | there waiting for other people. So as not to explode, | 
waited all morning, and then it fogged up until | couldn’t guess. And we didn’t talk much. We left about one, and 
even see where the old man had been at the top of the hill when we got outside he told me he still thought | looked all 
—just me and the grass and empty swingset and millions right. | said that was lucky, because in that bad amber 
of droplets rolling down the slope and hitting me in the light you could pick up your own father without realizing 
face. | felt okay but | was cold. After awhile | got up and it. He said that was an interesting thought and what did | 
took the bus back to Oakland.’’ think about his being forty-two. That he was kidding, | 

| was making the bed quaver somehow and | shifted but said. 
it didn’t help. ‘‘What is this stuff on the radio? This is the We hitched a ride up Clayton with a polite man in a red 
most beautiful stuff | ever heard,’’ | said. Paul said it was golf shirt who asked how the bars had been this evening. 
Billie Holliday, a new name to me, and | thought | could Oblivious to that, Johnnie sat on my lap and said in a 
hear dark colors and rain in the piano. ‘‘This is what I want scared voice that he was crazy and what was my opinion of 
to play,’’ | said. ‘This is what | can’t explain about that that. “‘I like it,’” I said, telling myself | was ready for any- 
park, except that it—took me somewhere, made me think, thing, that if he pulled a knife or some other nonsense I’d 

| can start over, | can be clean now, | can. You know, come just tell him to behave himself. Lay down the law and tell 
out. That’s why | went back to King’s Pawn. | thought: I’m him to can it. We got home to an apartment with large 
going to go in and sit down in front of one of you guys and north windows facing a city that looked like lights on the 
say, listen here, | hapen to be one hundred percent gay ocean. He turned on the stereo and a lamp. | went over 

and | don’t care what you think of it but | thought you and said, ‘’I can see you weren’t kidding, now.”’ 
ought to know, because that’s how it is, Jack.’” Paul was “What do you mean?’ 
scratching me, slowly, on the head. This time we were si- ‘‘About being forty-two.’’ 
lent a long while, listening to Billie Holliday hold her last “How do you know I’m not forty-four?’’ he asked. 
notes. Then the song ended with a bunch of junky cords “Games,’’ | said, and he looked at me sideways with 
that sounded like groceries falling out of a busted bag. that beautiful suspicious squint. He went in to the refirg- 
“And then | got there and | lost it. | walked in and lost that erator and came back. 
cleanness, because it was crowded and you were there “You like poppers?’’ he asked. Everything depended on 
plus the other sixteen men | had crushes on. and | don’t that. 
know --I was there. ““Yes,’’ | said. We sat down. Four, five minutes of si- 

“’Scared,’’ Paul said. lence, of Aretha Franklin. Something was nagging him.
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He got up and went over to take the needle off of Dr. Feel- beneath it were the swings, and the benches where my fa- 
ad, a favorite of mine, and put it on the next song. | ther was still not to be seen, and the bathroom, only now 
idn’t ask why because | didn’t think it was a good the wall was sprayed with the words, ‘‘Queers are Gay.”’ 

idea. He came back and sat so that our legs overlapped Which tonight, this year, struck me as being the most sen- 
like a pile of hands, and about a minute later we stopped sible thing you could say about them. The lawn still had 
being uncomfortable around each other and started being hippies on it but there were other men, too—graphic art- 
aroused—maybe I’ve been that aroused five or six other ists, salespeople from the garden equipment department 
times. He put the vial under my nose and then under his of Sears. Strolling, lolling, walking their dogs, cruising. 
and then, from an enormous distance, | heard him say, ‘‘1 This was how it had been all along, which is what | should 
would like to have my head inside you,’’ and the remark have realized, could never have realized until now. 
came in so close, so much closer than anything I’d expect- Up the hill was the view of the bridge and Coit Tower, 
ed, that it was like hearing the news of a crash. Surviving a waiting underneath those silver trees, but when | got up 
crash. | grabbed him. there | thought, It’s not so wonderful anymore, the view’s 

This morning when | woke up he was gone. The window better from Johnnie’s. The hilltop was vacant and its grass 
in his bedroom was letting in blue and gold, cold dry blue was like a soldier’s crewcut. Somewhere in town was an 
and gold, and I must have paced and tried out three chairs old chickenhawk, probably a dead one by now, and | owed 
and talked to myself for twenty minutes before | realized him something —whatever you owe the one who makes the 
what | wanted to do: tape my phone number up on the first pass at you. The feeling of somebody’s-making-a- 
glass. | did that and then left and went to Chinatown to eat pass here is familiar now, but there’s always the small jolt 
lunch. | was served a baked dish of assorted meats that ot surprise, particularly when | find that the one who's 
contained, among other trinkets, pieces of beef heart. At making the pass is myself, like with Johnnie last night. To 
four or so | got back to Joanna’s, which is where I’ve kept night | threw my chrysanthemum on the lawn for the 
my suitcase this week, and answered the phone. chiken hawk, said Hail Mary, and jogged down the hill. 

“You want to make a second night of it?’’ the crazy fel- Aretha seemed to be the music in my head today. 
low said, frightened again. | hadn’t stayed long, just long enough to almost have to 

‘| alove to,’’ | told him. run the rest of the way. ‘‘Hi, Dad,’’ | said to Johnnie when 
We figured out somewhere to meet. Johnnie was still | found his barstool. This was the most light I’d seen him 

. working for another hour or so. Igot my lens case and in. We ordered me a beer and | asked the question I’d 
money and put a gold crysanthemum in my buttonhole, memorized: ‘‘What’s the name of the park that’s between 
and | tried out some more chairs and wrote several ver- Buchanan and Gough and Sacramento and Washington?’’ 

___ sions of a thank-you note to Joanna. Then | closed my suit- “Lafayette Park? You haven’t been here long, have 
case and called the airport and took care of everything else you?” he said. That sensual thing in his voice was his 
except getting myself to want to leave this place, and final- Oklahoma accent, I realized. 

ly | decided to start walking to Johnnie’s so | wouldn’t go “I’m on vacation, Okie. | don’t move here till next year. 
nuts. Even though it was too long a walk by the time | de- When did you get here?’’ 

cided on it. ; : “1 was here—out—in nineteen-sixty.’” 
Halfway to Castro, | heard bells tolling and realized | “So was |, that was the year | came from Concord to be 

must be somewhere near St. Mary’s. | wanted to see onthe Bara showy, 
whether somebody was playing the organ; | wanted to stop “You came out on the Bozo show? You were even born 

and breathe a second. But | hurried on. There was a sud- then?”” 
den scent of eucalyptus. A park. That slow, oozing sense “| was twenty,’” | said. ‘“We’re both well-preserved.’ | 

of recognition that comes when you approach a thing from sipped the beer. | like Johnnie a lot. Another sip. ‘‘Want 

a different place than you have before. Just in front of me, to hear the saga of Lafayette Park and the potted beef 

a narrow asphalt path led up a hill that was colored a sharp heart2”’ 

sherbert green, as if it existed outside of time and He did, and | told him, and asked if he thought coinci- 
drought. Around the corner was the eucalyptus grove and dence meant anything. It was still troubling me. If some- 
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Seattle, WA—A resolution which Bloomington, IN—A_ ten-year Honolulu, HI—A district court 

will lead to the barring of gay per- study on homosexuality by the Uni- judge has aroused outrage here for 

sons from ministry in the United versity of Indiana’s Kinsey Insti- dismissing acharge of rape against 

Presbyterian Church has been ap- tute is shortly to be released. The a marine who reportedly hit a jog- 

proved by the Presbytery of study, authored by psychologists ging woman with his car, threaten- 

Seatle. Alan Bell and Martin Weinberg, ed her with a bottle, and then drag- 

Seattle Gay News concludes that gay men are better ged her to his car where he raped 

adjusted and happier than their and sodomized her. Having ques- 

Corby, UK—After being a regular —_— heterosexual counterparts. Based tioned the woman for twenty min- 

customer at the Maple Leaf Pub for = upon extensive interviews with utes, Judge Robert Richardson rul- 
six years, Alex Dobson has sudden- gays in Chicago and San Francisco, ed that there was no rape because 

ly been informed that his custom is numbering almost 1,500, the study the woman did not fight back or run 

no longer welcome. The reason, ac- was funded by the National Insti- away. The marine will still be 

cording to David Spencer, the tute for Mental Health. charged with sodomy, since that is 
pub’s manager, is simply: ‘‘l’ve Gaysweek an ‘‘unnatural act.’’ 

learned that he is gay.’’ Big Mama Rag 

Gay News (London, Cleveland, OH—A local organiza- 
: s tion of gay catholics here wrote to | New York, NY—Psychiatrist Rich- 

Chicago, IL—George Collins, Rosalyn Carter explaining the pur- ard Green and a team of research- 
Chairperson of the Illinois Gay — poges of the group and asking her _ e's at the State University of New 
Rights Task Force, has announced for a recipe for the cookbook which _—‘-York studying children being rais- 
his resignation from that position. jt planned to publish. The presi- ed by lesbian mothers says that the 
Maintaining that ‘the community — gent’s wife responded witharecipe Children are developing along 
is irreparably divided,’ Collins for flank steak, and with her best identical paths to children raised 
stated: ‘‘There isn’t anything! can —_ wishes to the organization. by heterosexual parents. The 
do right now. | have no ideas how Playgirl sample includes 21 children ages 

to alleviate the situation.”’ 5 to 14. Green says that there is not 
Gaylife the slightest indication that being 

Vacaville, CA—Officials of the Cal- raised by a lesbian mother in- 
Te ee heh ifornia Medical Facility have ap- fluences the child’s sexual orienta- 

vertisement in hie niet oie proved. coniugal... visite! BSUS danas ofline! Naw YorRaTlinea tio  Gacerk Ropbert Barnes and his transsex- Gaysweek 

their ‘‘conversion’’ from homosex- 7 ae a Ee Seattl ij uality to hateresexunlit oRtegeae continued the visits in March be- k attle, WA—Marc Calija, who ac- 
vee Agee de ain , cause of a report that Kate had not nowledges that he is gay, isn’t go- 

neo-religion which claims to offer completed the transsexual oper- (16 eer ake apolceman Ih ee 

its members a new way to see the pore ae fees et nt Calla 
world y : San Francisco Sentinel Me was not among the fifteen se- 

orid. ? lected by the King County Public 

Newimerkalilities Paris, France—Eleven men ap- Safety Department to attend the 

Wichita, KS—Robert Lewis, 29, peared in a Paris Magistrates "ew Police training academy. 
President of the Wichita Homo- ‘Court charged with having “‘out- Seattle Gay News 
phile Alliance, has quit his job asa | "aged public decency” in the left : 
state social worker, charging that bank nightclub, le Manhattan. The Washington, D.C.—President Car- 

harassment by supervisors has en- police arrived in May of 1977 with ter has announced that he will 

dangered his mental health. Lewis _ electric torches in order to raid the establish an interagency panel to 

resigned on advice from his psy- nightclub. A report read in court further the aims of women. After 

chiatrist, and has filed suit in fed- | gave a detailed account of sexual being presented with the official 

eral court against the Kansas De- activities which the police claim to report of the National Women’s 

partment of Social and Rehabilita- have observed during the raid, fol- | Conference held in Houston last 

tion Services for $40,000. He lowing which the club was also November, Carter promised to ‘‘re- 

claims that he was persecuted be- closed for three months. The trial double our efforts to keep the spirit 

cause of being gay. has been set for October 3. of Houston alive.’’ 

Gaysweek, Gay News (London) Gay Community News



thing can point you the right way, a senior man or curious “1 don’t know why. It’s just a favorite,” he told me. ‘‘It 

recurrence, you might as well get its help. Johnnie took a hurts. It makes me think how long it’s been since | was 

long gulp and came up with a crisp row of foam icicles on thirty-two.’’ But with his head against the window, flash- 

his mustache. He said, ‘‘Coincidences?’’ He combed the ing dimly with the streetlights, something happened to his 

icicles off pensively with his lower lip. | watched his face, age again, and he looked like he’d just turned thirty-two, 

watched the question wind through tunnels and train over wouldn’t turn it for ten years. 
obstacles and finally reach the home stretch. He smiled. Now after the songs, | feel younger and oddly braver 

“| don’t know,’” he said. than I used to, than a month or a week or even an hour 

Maybe that’s what | like about him, that he doesn’t ago. I’m not afraid to be leaving tomorrow. As Johnnie 

help. falls asleep he lets out a breath that sounds like it’s been 
Since it was my last night we took in four bars and a held in since this morning, since last year, since nineteen- 

cafe, and all along Johnnie said, ‘‘Don’t think you owe me sixty, since he was born. Twelve beers times five nights a 

something, go home with whoever you like.’” week is sixty times fifty-two times however many years it’s 
| said nicely, ‘‘Fuck whatever you want, but I’m plan- been since he started doing this is so many beers it’s a 

ning on sleeping at your house tonight.’’ miracle he doesn’t look eighty. Now he’s breathing fast, 
He looked at me, pleased, with his wondering salt and furiously, two three four hundred times, hyperventilating 

pepper grin. | don’t know much about him except for that like an asthmatic who’s just gotten his wind back. | don’t 

grin. That, and that he talks about his dead family, and think I’ve ever been moved in quite this way before—to 
that he drinks three beers to my two, and tonight | drank feel fatherly, older than this man, and then young too and 
eight. When | finally got him to decide to go home, and we worried about myself, worried to bits. Now he’s letting 

were sitting in the bus, he turned to me and said, ‘’Why loose one last terrific ripping snore and settling down to 

do you have to leave?’’ his repose like a sane man. | start to drift away, with the 

“’School,’’ | said. ‘‘It’s all right. I’m ready to leave.’’ All swaying through space that accompanies the first sleep. 
this week, all through the bars and museums and baths, Johnnie coughs. | rouse, sink back. I’m in the middle of 
I’ve been frantic, hurrying around with an itch to play and this room with lights shimmering all around and | can 

nowhere to stop and do it. Now | remembered Johnnie’s point myuself anywhere, | can see the way to the park as ti 
little spinet, like the one they used to have at King’s I’m following a line of neon. Now I’m on the hill under the 
Pawn, the right size of piano for tonight, this week. | asked trees and there’s beer and Aretha’s voice, shooting over 

him if | could use it. my head like a glowing yellow flower. Why does the smell 

“You play?’’ of eucalyptus always make me morose? I’m still hurrying, 
“Not much anymore. For old times’ sake.’’ hunting, hunting for somebody who’s not at the bottom of 
““How can you say ‘old times?’ ’’ he accused. the hill where he should be, who’s my father. | wake up a 
‘I've been saying it since | was eight,’’ | said. little, put my arm across Johnnie’s back. He sighs. 1’Il 

“‘What do you play?’” probably keep bumping into the park no matter how well | 

“Two, three songs. ‘Dr. Feelgood.’ ’’ memorize the streets. I’m not ready to leave tomorrow, am 
He said, ‘’I can’t believe that.’’ not ever ready for anything—l’m not ready to see this 

“Why?’’ fuzzy old tattoo on his arm that says, ‘‘Oh Dad.’” 

“Splendiferously Funny.” 
—Penelope Gilliatt, The New Yorker the 
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Norfolk, VA—Fifteen men aboard Norflk, VA—Willie Dunne, Jr. Milwaukee, WI—Bruce Edgar, an 
the Norfolk-based nuclear attack testified in federal court that he 18-year-old freshman at the Uni- 

submarine Bluefish have been _ fears for his life because of incrim- versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 

charged with possession or use of _ inating photos which he has of kid- has been turned down as a waiter 

marijuana, and seven others have napped whiskey heir Samuel at the Playboy resort in Lake Gen- 
been discharged since June for Bronfman |I. Dune is on trial for in- eva. The job which he sought was 

alleged homosexual activity, the terstate transportation of forged that of a Bunny, and he apparantly 
Navy has reported. While shore- checks; and, though a key witness _— flunked the physical. Edgar’s 
based sailors are guaranteed a_ in the Bronfman kidnap case, he mother happens to be executive di- 
court-martial for either offense, was not called to testify. The pho- rector of the Wisconsin Civil Liber- 
seagoing personnel receive only a tos, according to Dunne, depict ho- ties Union, and they are examining 

captain’s mast. The court-martial | mosexual activity between Bronf- the possibility of fighting the rejec- 
is more like acivilian trial, whereas =man and Mel Patrick Lynch, one of tion on grounds of sex discrimi- 

the mast does not provide the usual Bronfman’s kidnappers. Dunne nation. 
elements of due process. noted that he has been living un- The Milwaukee Journal 

Associated Press __derground since the Bronfman trial i ; ip 
for tear of assassination at the Madiid, spaln-ain a book lust Rube 

San Diego, CA—Despite an official hands of Bronfman family agents. lished, Sexual Report on Spanish 
stance of ‘‘no endorsement’’ from Associated Press Women, Dr. Serrano Vicens claims 
its gay caucus, the California Dem- that 32% of Spanish women under 
ocratic Council has voted to en- Boston, MA—The telephone ‘‘hot- we age oi f5 bayvehad homosexual 

dorse Governor Jerry Brown for re-_|ine’’ designed to collect informa-  °xPeriences end over fe caniniors 
election. This is the first time in 16 tion on the alleged ‘“‘boy sex ring’?  °"ly be described as lesbians. Vi- 
years that the independent political jn Bostgon, has been disbanded. cens attributed the high incidence 

organization has voted to endorse The line was the brainchild of Suf.  °! ‘@sbianism to a lack of gentle- 
acandidate. folk County DIAN Garett Byrne! ness and understanding on the part 

Gaysweek — whose decision'to eliminate itcame ae lees : 
in the wake of a class-action suit prepeute Lermbee (ey a) 

Sacramento, CA—Deans of the filed in Massachusetts Superior 
University of California and Stan- — Court by gays from Boston. p Washington, D.C.—The U.S. Su- 
ford University Medical Schools Gay Community News preme Court has let stand a lower 
have lodged an active protest y court ruling which upheld a ban 
against the proposed new state Denver, CO—Virago Productions, @9ainst a survey of student sexual 
guidelines on the teaching of hu- _a feminist collective producing wo- _ttitudes by a New York City high 
man sexuality to medical students. men’s cultural events in the Den- School newspaper. The survey ask- 
The drafting of the rules was man- _ ver area, has received a $41,096 © questions about homosexuality, 
dated earlier by the state legisla- | grant under CETA, the federal asturbation, premarital sex, con- 
ture, and is being undertaken by | Comprehensive Employment and ‘raception, and other matters, and 
the State Board of Medical Quality Training Act. The grant will allow had been banned in 1976 by school 
Assurance. The proposed guide- Virago to do more community- Officials at Stuyvestant High. 
lines specify a thirty-hour credit based events, including perfor- Gay Community News 
course, indicate what materials are mances and _ workshops” with 
to be covered, and require an inter- _ schools and nursing homes. Richmond, VA—A State Crime 
disciplinary faculty. While both BigMamaRag Commission task force has rec- 
deans have agreed to the need for ommended that rape no longer be 
sex education for medical students, Ontario, Canada—Lord Alfred’s classified as a sexual crime. Rather 

they claim that the guidlines are Lover, a new play be Eric Bentley than acrime of sexual gratification, 

too detailed, and constitute an tracing the trial of playwright Os- the task force claimed that rape is 
assault on academic freedom. An- car Wilde, will be published in the | Motivated by the rapist’s agressive 
other problem is that physicians | Spring issue of the Canadian The- _ feelings towards members of the 
trtained outside California may be atre Review. Beneley is a leading opposite sex. Included in the report 
required to take special sex courses _— theatre crfitic and human rights | was arecommendation that hetero- 
in order to be licensed within the activist. This will be the first time | sexual and homosexual rape be 
state. that the new play is published. treated equally under the law. 

Asociated Press Gaysweek Associated Press
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Recently, GPU NEWS commissioned award winning designer, 

Bob Stocki to do these two powerful, original designs for 

their covers. They are now available as 174” x 22” 
posters, hand silk screened on heavy art paper, suitable 

for framing. Each poster is limited to 1,000 numbered 
copies and is mailed rolled in a sturdy cardboard 

mailing tube. Orders will be filled in order of receipt 
with lower numbers going to earlier orders. 

$5.00 each. 

GPU NEWS is a monthly, non-profit news/magazine devoted 
to the gay liberation movement. Now in its seventh year, 
each issue contains news, articles, reviews, poetry, 

fiction, cartoons and classified ads. GPU NEWS has been 

described as “one of the nation’s finest gay liberation 

publications.” Copies are mailed in sealed manila envelopes. ORDER 
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Washington, D.C.—The Defense Chicago, |L—The Tavern Guild of | Chicago, IL—The Howard Brown 

Department has asked Congress to Chicago voted last April to institute | Memorial Clinic is actively looking 

end the ban against women in com- a building fund in memory of Frank for new and larger facilities to 

bat roles.A bill already passed by Rodde III, a gay bartender whose house its services. With the growth 

the House and now in the Senate life was tragically taken in April of | and popularity of its services to the 

would eliminate the Women’s 1977. In just one year, the fund has gay community, the present quar- 

Army Corps (WAC) and end all raised over $12,000. Underway are _ ters at 2205 North Halstead) have 

military differences of treatment plans for the construction of the become cramped and inadequate. 

based on sex. The Pentagon wishes Frank Rodde Ill Memorial Build- Gaylife 

to involve more women throughout ing, which will house a gay library, 
the Armed Forces because of in- lecture halls, exhibit rooms, and Boston, MA—Superior Court Jus- 

creasing personnel shortages due other facilities intended to serve tice Robert Bonin’s appearance at 

to the end of the baby-boom. the gay community. an April fund-raising lecture by 
Gaysweek Gaylife Gore Vidal to benefit the Boston/ 

Boise Committee has sparked a 

Manchester, UK—Members of the San FRancisco, CA—American raging controversy in all branches 

City Council have agreed by an G.I. Forum, a national Chicano of Massachusetts government, and 

overwhelming vote that a 6,200 rights group, has sacrificed a the demand that Bonin resign. Ina 
pound (about $12,500) grant should grant of $50,000 from the Adolph _ prepared statement, Bonin denied 
be awarded to the Manchester Gay Coors Foundation by continuing its knowing that the funds would be 
Information Centre under the gov- _— support of both the strikers at the —_ used to affect upcoming trials. ‘‘! 
ernment’s Urban Aid Programme. Coors Brewery in Golden, Colo- went toachurch,’’ he noted, ‘‘sole- 
The council's decision. which came rado and of the gay boycott of ly to hear a lecture by an eminent 

shortly after the Centre celebrated Coors Beer. literary fiqure.’’ 

Its third birthday, was sia’ -d by the Bay Area Reporter Gay Community News 

Centre staff as courageous. 
Gay News (London) 

Queensland, Australia—Police i a ee ' ee 
here have launched a campaign i id i fy: 

against all gays, following the lead 2 ‘ rt 

of the police in New South Wales, a : aie ares 2 pie a a 

whose anti-gay campaign is now Bi AD } AUS ye j i ‘ 

eight months old. Included in the ote x : foe Nad ee Hy % 

present campaign is the compila- ial Seared ert AC 4i1¢ RY Z SENN ) 
tion of a secret dossier on all known a i) VP BY a ee kK ii ie 
homosexuals and the use of police ij | Yee TRAN a Re 4d Ae) a 
decoys in cruising areas in and ANT (oe. | \Saae Re EC UK , ge NS A 

around the city. — i i ¢ ie) / en 2 nr 
Campaign ae fy a paig \Wd i =. i iy 

Birmingham, UK—Executive BA} | 4 ae ; 
Manager Eric Smith walked out of M4 fas: By ie ous 
his $10,000-a-year job because he an 4 ey 
was told he would have to work ina Ni : Si ae 
building where a gay publication NY aan 

(SAM) was being printed. An in- = eee 7) 

dustrial tribunal, having heard his his : a 
claim that he was disgusted at the SSae — — 
thought of working so near a gay = _ 

publication, awarded him $7,500 in ”'T used to be invited to parties because I’m black. Now | 
compensation on the grounds that get invited because I’m gay. . .”’ 
his resignation amounted to ‘‘un- 

fair dismissal.’’ 
Gay News (London) {_____..
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The Tiger Rose Birthday Show 4 } FI o SF 3 ba | 7 aii i 
was presented at the Factory on an) lle i. i 
Broadway on May 7. Although am  ' “ee CO ao] ; : 
Tiger acted as m.c., the show was Te Al > ~~ aa : p 
built around other local entertain- Pi Ps : aaa) ee 
ers and a trio from Cleveland, Ohio iis eG. saa) b 
called The Love Birds. In an inter- t je Be ae I 
view with GPU NEWS Tiger ex- es ia a i 
plained that the show was not in- HE 13 i£ te : S po. 
tended as an ego trip, but rather as : “a cae ; oboe 
a showcase for other fine entertain- aya i poe 

ers ; 5 : 
The theme of Crazy Rhythm uni- x , . 

tied the acts in the tirst half of the 8 7 ay a) 
show which began with a Black & - i F caus ; 
Tan Fantasy presentation of Chata- ae oh ao e a 
nooga Choo Choo featuring Kelley a een q rat a - 
Michaels, Mama Rae and Tiger. 4 L = = 
Sandi Alexander presented Don’t 
Force It. Other numbers in the first ‘ 
half included: Its Always Been 
You; | Found Love; You’ve Got the 
Best of My Love and I’ve Made up _ 
My Mind. : ‘ } peo —— 7 

The second half of the show fea- = oe . CY ff a 
tured The Lovebirds, Sandy Love- / 29 fF r 
lace, Diana Soul, and Big Mama. Ne a FE i acl wr. 
This talented trio was making its Kk ; ay. Pe ee 
first. appearance in Milwaukee. gs. SN | Pe CP ee 
They opened with | Don’t Want to fig age A pl dl Fal — c. 
Love You followed by Big Mama’s © * : | weer gn, : 
rendition of O Happy Day. Sandi Be if a aT | 7. 
Alexander did a dance number wii 6 > NN ey 4 i 
with Brian called Can’t Stand the er a) \ fF ce i] 
Rain. After several numbers by the oe: ,) AA ORR ak 
trio, Sandy Lovelace performed ee pee y eee ‘ \4 
Disco Inferno with live flames. The pe ar. a. Cy we ee : a 
entire ensemble finished a satisfy- Fi/f= || | a te i a” 
ingeveningwitharenditionofNew ff  . 9 4! J +\ gon | | rf 
York. ee ie ist Aw a ay. e ae | a " 

Art Wille handled the lights and ff A \g@ oa \ ' 
Mark Johnson the sound. Tiger aa cay hd ge 7A , tel ‘ 
made a plea for funds for GPU Le- fa\s ee an ; 
gal Defense Fund and the hat was t oa oO) Fr) i 
passed, resulting in a generous Pa At Ag a = \/) ‘ | 

contribution to the fund. 28 Aa aM |
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The poet is a feminist and hu- 
manist who attributes her attitudes 

SONG &y in part to her early upbringing. Her 
parents held no sexist restrictions, 
and she grew up feeling that she 

AND DANCES could be what she wanted to be. In 
a women’s study course at Ever- 

green State College she discovered 

OF TH E that women have a history of their 
own—in literature, art, music, and 
simply as historical figures. She 

WOMA N WIT H I has been working within the femin- 
N ist movement ever since. 

Songs and Dances of the Woman 
Within is divided into seven sec- 

i A - tions: Songs of my Body, Dances of 

2 Childhood, Songs of Complaint, 

: & Dances of Death, Songs of Sappho, 
‘ Dances of Departure, and Songs of 

s ry ; Freedom. Readers of a musical 
bent will recognize the rondo form 

. in the song-dance alternation, and 

m note that the rondo is itself a dance 

e Ww Fe form. The section entitled ‘Songs 
of Sappho’’ pleased me most, but 
then I’m biased—its central poem 
(‘The Frostbite Aphrodite’’) is re- 
printed from GPU NEWS. The 
Dances of Death also offer some 
memorably striking verses. ‘On 
Loving and Losing the Mentally 

) Ill’’ is a poignant commentary on 
) the vision of pain and helplessness. 

Two poems follow dedicated to the 
memory of Florris and Ruth. The 
closing poem, entitled simply ‘’To 
Know the Dying’’, is the shortest 
of the four. ‘‘We are most eloquent 

A in our ascent/of the human zion so 
carelessly/named death.//Actual- 
ly speaking of our loss—/our 
mourning:/and never take the 

e . hand of death at all/to climb to 
Robin Lou Trusty -Hiersche somewhere higher.//It’s just a 

promise to the flesh/I have no 

thoughts of knowing/what it is/I 
only know the taste that sorrow 
leaves/when | am left behind.’ 

The author takes her standards 
from J.D. Salinger—‘‘Were all 
your stars out?’’, and ‘‘Were you 

writing your heart out?’’. Songs 
and Dances of the Woman Within 

Songs and Dances of the Woman Within by Robin Lou Trusty-Hiersche. Gross- ennrarise AUy things woe poet 
; ght, but which few 

mont Press, Sandiego, 1978. Paper, $3.95. of us have been able to put into 

; words. It is magical verse. Ms. 

Revigued ey Rei Spawe Trusty-Hiersche writes from the 
heart, and her stars are out.



Towards a Charter of Homosexual 
Rights. London: Campaign for Rea- 
son, 1978, paper binding, 35 pp., 
U.S. orders 46 p (about $1) by sea- 

" mail (include $1 additional for air- 
Bet aeet mail) Order from Campaign for 

hoot Ss Reason, c/o 2 Radcliffe Avenue, 
ae ees London NW10, U.K. 
he ,a na 

120k 9 9 This well written and concise po- 
sition paper on gay rights is intend- 

} ed as a weapon in the ongoing bat- 
: 8 tle against irrational prejudice and 
1@ €S1T.1973 homophobia. Names of its first 174 

sponsors (politicians, academics, 
clergy, and many public figures) 
are included in the publication. The 

2139 RACINE ST. Campaign for Reason hopes that, 
‘ by publishing the impressive and 

RACINE ,WISC. lengthy list of sponsors, the docu- 
ment may also be of use to gay per- 
sons and organizations in their own 
local and national campaigns. 
Readers are urged to send copies 
not only to gay friends, but to poli- 
ticians, libraries, and other individ- 
uals with influence. 

COTE SHOHLOHSHHHOHOHOHEHHEHHHOHHHHHEEHOe The charter itself is divided into 

e e © © four parts. The first is a set of five 

° e IN CHICAGO FOR e © ~ beliefs, all of which center upon the 
e e Pp : : : fact that it is homophobia, pee 
® © S than homosexuality, which is a dis- 

: ¢ oe og! . ‘ ease and threat to society. The sec- 
: ie Seeeeeeeeeee e e ond part offers a list a eile 

e e sources of the phobia, and ends by 

‘ : A DAM e e declaring that those who fear ae 

e e e e@ hate homosexuals are in need o 

e e ADULT MOVIE e @ special understanding and help. 

& e S @ = The third and fourth parts are, . 

: ®. © © spectively, a statement of socia 
e e A ee CA D E s © — challenge (rights for all) and a call 
e e BERBEBSBSBSBRBRBRBBBBEES . mn to social and political action. 

. : OPEN 24 HOURS e e The words a a oo 

@ e _ phobia’’ are avoided in the charter, 

a i MONDAY THRU SATURDAY e e which is written in a somber and 

e e SUNDAYS e e non-idiomatic bash ae 

e e to any readers, whether they know 

: 2 1AM-9 AM NOON - 8 PM e @ something about gays and gay lib- 

& ® 2 ® eration or not. There is an appen- “I> 49 W. CHICAGO AVE. 20m. ion tatters an apmen 
© ° (At Dearborn) 2 [ “‘homophobia’’, and relates the ap- 
. . a ee anes cee ies a e pearance of these terms to the 

S ° Phone: 337-0787 a e emergence of gay identity and the 

; : e e collective desire on the part of gays 

COCHOHSOHHOHHSHHOHOHHSHOHHHOHHHOHHOHHEOEEFY for human dignity and rights.
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A second appendix offers a beau- 
tifully concise series of worthwhile T R 
quotations, beginning with Thomas H E EVO a. 
Paine in 1791 (‘‘Those who expect 
to reap the blessings of freedom Pp S 
must like men undergo the fatigue OF THE ERVERT 
of supporting it.’’) and ending with 
Leonard Barnett in 1975 (‘‘The DANIEL CURZON 

qualities which enrich and dignify 
human relationships between mar- . ’ ae 
ried couples are precisely the same fea \, | Meee . 
value and reality when experienced Bis Pe ay 6 of 3 #8 AWN 
by gay people. . .the natural thing JP Vai ‘ae gis Ma 
is to proclaim it with joy and thank- Ms we } (eX eB i j ay We 

Shade Wit NF en a) A 
Much of this has of course been We) wits + Me a 

said and said well before. The Pee a, a, CM 
trick, for a position paper which is ashi N59 ; Z Fh 

to have influence and standing out- vi", % Pe ae”) 
side the gay community, is to say it NOW oe _ i Sai “yl AN 
briefly, convincingly, and with a AVAILABLE VY ae ey ae) N 

ini ; ig THROUGH £ AE minimum of sloganism and repeti eo. a iy ea 
tion. The message wears well if it is RC MpERS: bj re j , we 
succinctly put. And the trick has HH eo T Ng . 
i ie ‘ SERVICE ‘ee fe a. {LWA een performed here with consum ‘S s Lo AED 
mate artistry and full mastery of a a poo: j ne 
sources and message. Gay organi- S rs ce “9 : / PSA 

zations may wish to write to the 7 ao . f eS ee, 
Campaign for Reason for bulk rates a : ( u) 3 SS a a 

on multiple copies. Thousands of 4 : / ~ Ppa ai 
copies have already been distribut- oe ee y , es rr Th : 
edin the United Kingdom; and ihe Aaa in ee ae. TELL 
haaklet deserves a widesnrea Cy ets Gotta th th 

audience here as well. Please note Issue ae wee ey 
that the Campaign for Reason is a ye Gi i a (gaa 
non-profit fund; so, if you do write ie cage a i ee for information, include at least > a penne li once vis one International Reply Coupon | eee | ee —— 
(available at any post office) to help (el |e | | ee | ds 

defray themcasta: 
C Wa iy | | SG ee ee 

5 . Order F Insicht: rder Form 
| A Quarterly of gay Catholic Opinion | REVOLT OF THE PERVERTS $3.50 per copy postpaid. 

3 U EWS $6.00 ayear $9.00 outside USA Make check payable to: GPU N 
; and mail to: 

PO Box 5110 Grand Central Station Box 92203 

New York, NY 10017 Milwaukee, WI 53202 
| Name _. SAU s aeilig oe sas 

| Address Bai Lo “a i. i Pai ck MEARS ATS 28 

) publi: ation of DIGNITY Brooklyn City_ reas Be eieseeeeee State joke eS ee ae Re 

| | Zip ses sap pas



Sas: Hb = RWG tradition existed, only strains of 
ge SY baking are evident in the later 

Hes ae Sn Ml. ie ca myths. 
ok oe AW as \ AV Feminist writers have often com- 

: eile Zi . SA, IV plained that the Olympians differ 
: se ea ay Ni in many ways from the pre-Helle- 

oe ieee ( us SACS \\ nic goddesses, that they in fact be- 
Nie iN US QU N tray a particular type of male chau- 

DQ Y e/ ae Ba NN vinism—a Greek chauvinism dif- 
2 Re J Wea 5, : ) Ne WW ferent from the contemporary, but 
La ae jf Y J ge AA chauvinistic for all of that. The pre- 

ee Cry io 9) § (a Hellenic goddesses enmeshed with 
me STE A NB Re opcen, A wee people’s daily experiencing of en- 
ae fs Nica. “ze mh beer = ergy forces in life; whereas the 
UR ae ee b Vay Serre, WHR, “Tg Olympian gods (and, secondarily, 
PRES 3/4 gi \ 2 aie Ze ( ) goddesses) are distant, removed, 

-__ carcteanireanacnenaettatitetwensl’ | Q\\ CP Net Tee NN \{ ‘up there.’’ The cult of the Virgin 
ee oe ng \ iW \. Bae Ny | Mary is perhaps the last refuge of 

CS ee i ‘i ey “BOP. ie Y this distant Hellenic goddess-form, 
ee ee i y) if fas Ny and she reveals her connection to 
i Ni Ve aOR IS Ov. her ancestor-goddesses by giving 

PINs So —y My OE OBS, 8 RY birth parthenogenetically to her 

Messi ee anaes : | : Kaye) | When the gods were full-fledged 
ay We | “fi Nea) , women, they were fully involved in 

teepeienees OF \y ) SL i RAY \ the world of human beings. Gaia nc wai: Gey d \ i Ny ta A ae created the world, Pandora gave 
nice. en ae y / yy ON ONDE Ve bountiful gifts, Artemis led her fol- 
Sent , a whe if i Neue lowers in estatic dances, Hera re- 

Zee Dy Al lf I; : MN a ) warded women who ran the first 

ay Lyi ae NG Olympic races, and Athena peace- 
% we» ji) YAN ey, ee er fully protected the home. We know 

; Ee Oy” W Ws VY Bile 1 their names and a part of their 
aa p> hp BSS \ | 8 Da) \i 3 \ stories only through the relatively 

heli 73 <i j Qo S| - LA wrt \ VX oo _ Pea oli 

ae a ity WW a Oe ys A which was the product of three 
i aa APD icc ds 4» eT of — ~ lonians, the 
g aug ey | VA | ane I Archaeans, and the Dorians. 

Bas Me SESSA] Coles great sige bya fp Ha NS A otis 

BH eS relying first on a host of archaeo- 

eV FZZ ANN TY) eet nen angers, 
myths of the Hellenic period, and 

Lost Goddesses of Early Greece by Charlene Spretnak. Illustrated by Edidt lastly by attention to what remain- 
Geever. Moon Books, Berkeley, California, 1978. Paper, $4.95. ed of the oral tradition when it fed 

Reviewed by Lee C. Rice, Ph. D. into the development of Greek lit- 
The habit of viewing Greek magic which his literature yields, erature. The volume does not offer 

mythology through the medium of but they are selected from a multi- a full mythology, but rather a 
Greek literature has produced a tude of other gods. Beneath the lit- series of myths which can at least 
fundamental error. For literature  erary surface lies a stratum both hint at the earlier myths of the 
Homer is the beginning; but, for richer and more populous from a Greeks. The results are genuinely 
mythology, Homer offers not a mythological point of view. For impressive, the stories are interest- 
starting point but a culmination. thousands of years before the clas- ing in their own right, and they 
Homer’s gods are selected for the sical myths took form and were provide a rare combination of solid 
part which they serve within the committed to writing, a rich oral research and poetic writing.



The full account of gay and fem- 
inist history and literature has yet 
to be written, for the pieces of the t k 
puzzle are not even completely be a uga uc 
assembled in even the barest of 
outlines. Two thousand years of O ges 
Christian repression and ‘‘editorial - q = 
license’’ have succeeded in virtu- ‘ THE FIRE ISLAND wg oate 

ally effacing many traces of what > & OFTHE MIDWEST 36 a Cr 
gays have been and have done, and eager s\n Sesinew 
similarly for women. It is only nat- a NB ice feos ae 
ural to look to the Greeks for leads ey OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY wad |Lappeeeses “ 
and clues in the pursuit of our his- 4 4 ‘ es) Bm, | ™ a 
tory and our heritage; for the : ‘ chicago 312-929-0001 pos 3 

5 a S lA J ‘Kalamazoo 
Greeks, whatever their faults and oe Bae @3 
limitations (and they were many) SS i2 BR fan 

: ra) [3 
were not homophobic, and what- ot f Le sacs Mhgorie iets hours au 
ever their patriarchal leanings, 4 ES 4e==> Detroit by car or bus. Saugatuck Lodges: 

they were certainly less horrific = an _# => are located near the Sand Dunes and Lake 
= Cs = Michigan, one mile past the bridge on the’ 

than those of European society. peace Blue Star Highway. Phone (616) 857-4269. 

The Greek (and Roman) gods and Discotheque Famous Giggle Weed Parties Nude Gay Beach Campsites © Trailer Hook-ups 

goddesses were also at once more 
interesting and more humane than SP Te Taio « 
those created by subsequent civili- pees : c : ? 
zations (including our own). They aan ole fxr 

were gods whom one would like to ee eee se the gay resort 
meet—which can scarcely be said Cee Sete teen eee) 
of their successors, distanced from (616) 857-4269 ; 

us geographically and carefully SS Ore a 

packaged in mystery and marketed Sun, Mon, Tues, Wed, Thur Fridays and Saturdays $ 99.00 single (weekly rate) 
in oppression. $17.00 single, $22.00 double $22.00 single, $27.00 double $125.00 double (weekly rate) 

Ten goddesses are included in YES! PLEASE RESERVE ME ROOMS FOR GUESTS 
this volume, and their tales are one FOR DAYS STARTING 

and all interesting and readable. SAUGATUCK LODGES SAUGATUCK, MICH. 49453 
For those interested in further ENCLOSED IS MY$10.00DEPOSIT | BOX 406 (616) 857-4269 

archaeological and academic pur- reservations 
suit of their roots, footnotes to the * GAYEST RESORT IN MIDWEST | 
myths are placed unobtrusively at | * FOOD AVAILABLE ApbRESS fl 
the end of the volume; and there is June —LeatherWesk = ciTY and STATE 

also a list of sources for further  [juy _— MA SAUGATUCK CONTEST TELEPHONE NO. 
reading. The book is a joyful and 
liberating experience in itself, and 
pure enjoyment in the reading. 

Moon Books (Box 9223, Berk- THE GAY BEAUTY AND BARBER SUPPLY 

eley, CA 94709) is a women’s pub- Beauty By Biliz 
lishing company committed to a 

vice sania of feminist literature, 5417 Santa Monica Boulevard 

much of wilen'ts or interest to gays Hollywood, California 90029 
generally, and almost all of which eTints 

is also available in paperback for- ¢Shampoos Write to Consultant: 
mat. A catalogue is available from Conditioners 
the publisher, and __ individual *Make up 
orders (which should include an All Beauty Shop Supplies BILLIE LEE | 
additional 15% for postage and Theatrical Cosmetics (Famed Female Impersonator) 

handl ing) may be sent to Women in WE CATER TO THE PUBLIC 

Distribution, Box 8858, Washing- MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED | 
ton, D.C. 20003. | 

|



JUNE 1  Jodee’s (Racine), Gala opening of outdoor beer garden. 
‘Little Jim’s (Chicago) Movie Night, 9 p.m. ‘‘Strike Up 
the Band.”’ 

Any person, group or business who wishes Sidetrack Lounge (Cedar Rapids), Disco Extravaganza, 
to have a free announcement of an ups through June 3. 
SOUS teO! should send copy before the 
25th of any month for the next issue. 

JUNE 4 Jodee’s (Racine), Party & Cookout in beer garden. 
Red Lion (LaCrosse), Potluck lunch with free beer, vol- 
leyball, & swimming, 2 p.m., Nelson Park on French 
Island, Phone (608) 782-9172 for information. 
Man’s Country (Chicago), Movie Night, ‘‘The Androm- 

eda Strain.”’ 
Gold Coast (Chicago) Movie Nite, 5 7 10 p.m., ‘‘Live and 

Let Die.”’ 

JUNE 5 Gay Peoples Union (Milwaukee) Business meeting, 8 

i p.m., The Farwell Center, 1568 N. Farwell. 

Pride Week (Chicago) Benefit, The Baton, 436 N. Clark. 

JUNE 6 Parkway Theatre (Milwaukee) Benefit showing for GPU 

Legal Defense Fund, ‘‘The Ritz‘‘, 7:15, 9:30 p.m., 35th 

and Lisbon, $2.00 donation. 

" Pride Week (Chicago) Benefit, The Baton, 436 N. Clark. 

d i JUNE 7  Man’s Country (Chicago) MOvie Nite, ‘‘Cover Girl.’”’ 

a 4 Dreva at 33% Lifeart by Jerry Dreva through June 30, 

in es Water Street Arts Center, 1247 N. Water, Milwaukee. 

5 we Party 9 p.m. til midnight. 
P bs nr The Baron (Milwaukee) Benefit Show for GPU Legal 

1 re eee Defense Fund. 

(ane JUNE 8 _ Little Jim’s (Chicago) Movie Nite, 9 p.m., San Francisco. 
Bek oes | Side Track Lounge (Cedar Rapids), Disco Extravaganza 

Le ge : » through June 10. 
Ss f. B/S 

: a Z JUNE 9 Pride Week (Chicago) Benefit, Broadway Limited, 3132 

B A N. Broadway. 

wa 3 ~ 4 JUNE 11 Man’s Country (Chicago) Movie Nite, ‘‘Silent Movie.”’ 
\ ed Bid Gold Coast (Chicago) Movie Nite, 5 & 10 p.m., ‘“‘The 

, 5 Be Front Page.’’ 

Se aa Dignity (Milwaukee) Picnic at Holy Hill, write P.O. Box 

. 597, Milwaukee, Wi 53201. 
bis . 

wp bi -»] JUNE 12 Gay Peoples Union (Milwaukee) Meeting, 8 p.m., Speak- 

p er, Jim Medina, candidate for Assembly, 5th District, 

. Pure The Farwell Center, 1568 N. FARWELL. 
eae | — 

BS . JUNE 15 Little Jim’s (Chicago) Movie Nite, 9 p.m., ‘‘Blondie of 

ie the Follies.’’ 
7 ; | Sidetrack Lounge (Cedar Rapids) Disco Extravaganza, 

; r | through June 17. 

JUNE 16 Pride Week (Chicago) Candlelight March, 8 p.m., phone 

(312) 348-8243 for information. 

Se eA oe 
oti gr ’ =. JUNE 17 Pride Week(Chicago) Benefit, The Knight Out, 2936 N. 

ema Clark Street. 

JUNE 18 Man’s Country (Chicago) Movie Nite, ‘‘Rollerball.”’ 
Photos, pages 46 and 47 by REVOLT and HEY Gold Coast (Chicago) Movie Nite, 5 & 10 p.m., ‘‘Dirty 

Duck.”’



Pride Week (Chicago) Picnic & Volleyball, afternoon, for 5 
information call (312) 327-7072. ee 
HAPPY FATHER’S DAY 8 ’ 

JUNE 19 Gay Peoples Union (Milwaukee) meeting, 8 p.m., The i. 
Farwell Center, 1568 N. Farwell. va 
Pride Week (Chicago) Parade Preparatory meeting, Call ‘a oc 
(312) 348-8243 for information. —<s GEESS 

A <a 
JUNE 20 Pride Week (Chicago) Workshop, sponsored by Sunday Ye ake RF 

Evening Writer’s group, Call (312) 327-7072 for info. Ta 

JUNE 21 Man’s Country (Chicago) Movie Nite, ‘‘Auntie Mame.” f Re? 
Pride Week (Chicago) Movie Nite, Call (312) 348-8243. | i e 

JUNE 22 Little Jim’s (Chicago) Movie Nite, 9 p.m., ‘‘Dancing in a) rs ; , 
the Dark.’’ Be 4 ‘ 
Pride Week (Chicago) Benefit, Call (312) 348-8243. he F " F 
Sidetrack Lounge (Cedar Rapids) Disco Extravaganza, E 4 
through June 24. , ¢ 7 

JUNE 23 Pride Week (Chicago) Loop Rally in Daley Plaza, 1 p.m., 4: 
Valerie Taylor, Guest Speaker. et 
Pride Week (Chicago) Town Hall Meeting, evening, Call a 
(312) 327-7072 for information. f; - 

ri * 
JUNE 24 Pride Week (Chicago), Annual Dance, Call 348-8243. . a ‘op ad 

t 2 oe oe 

JUNE 25 Man’s Country (Chicago) Movie Nite, ‘‘Paper Moon.”’ :  Rialttes % 
Gold Coast (Chicago) Movie Nite, 5 & 10 p.m., ‘‘All ‘ 
About Eve.” e q a ( 
Pride Week (Chicago) Ninth Annual Parade, line-up at 1 7° i 
p.m., Step-off at 2 p.m.Rally & Awards, Same Route as | Ps 
last year. F ; ‘ : 
Pride Week (Chicago) Gay & lesbian Movies by the Task 
Force on Gay Liberation of the American Library Assn., 
Day & evening hours through June 28, Call 348-8243 or } 
327-7072 for daily schedules. \ 
Pride Week (Chicago) Benefit, The Bushes, 3320 N. 
Halsted Street. 

JUNE 26 Gay People’s Union (Milwaukee) Meeting, 8 p.m., The \ i 
Farwell Center, 1568 N. Farwell. : 
Pride Week (Chicago) Films, See June 25. ‘ 

JUNE 28 Pride Week (Chicago) Films, See June 25. % 

JUNE 29 Little Jim’s (Chicago) Movie Nite, 9 p.m.,, ‘‘Presenting 5 a 
Lilly Mars.”’ 
Sidetrack Lounge (Cedar Rapids) Disco Extravaganza, 
through July 1 

JUNE 30 Pride of Lambda (Cedar Rapids), ‘‘This is It’’, at / 
the Warehouse, 10 p.m., also on July 1. See ad else- . 
where in this issue. , 
Indianapolis Coalition for Human Rights, Midwest Gay/ 
Lesbian Awareness Conference, through July 2, Write 
ICHR, Box 20124, Indianapolis, IN 46220. . 

JULY 1 Gays United of the Quad Cities (Rock Island) Moonlight 
Madness on the Mississippi, Chartered River Boat 
Cruise from 9-12 p.m., departs from Main St. Levee in oy tp. 
Davenport, write GUQC, Box 444, Rock Island, IL 61201. =i
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Oh A ® Women -- You Asked For It! 
¢ DS A YK ¢ 
UW | % 
Sh 

BEER BUST EVERY WEDNESDAY! rs | [ 

A Bar Owned & Operated BY & FOR Women! 

135 EAST National - Milwaukee 
bron 61329758 _apendaily tpm «Sunday 

PARADISE 
225 N Water - Milwaukee 

mi Er a” ae 
pen Daily 10:30 AM to Midnight 

PARADISE Sundays 6:00 PM to Midnight PARADISE 

800\K° Foye? 

1122 Main - Green Bay



© Free Space ; 
) ; Madison Gay Center 

DIRE TORY A discussion group for lesbians. 1001 University Avenue 

wivenor ee Call Oe eS: Madison, WI 53715 

ppd a : Lutherans Concerned for Gays Renaissance of Madison, Inc. 
ee oo published every —_ For information write P.O. Box 913 Spring St., Gay VD Clinic. 

a er month. 50¢ each. $3 per yr. 92872, Milwaukee, WI 53202 or call Free screening and treatment, 

Kenneouehed iiesuses, casi. oe a 
Y Metropolitan Community Church ILLINOIS 

DIGNITY /Milwaukee i 
Mass for the gay and lesbian Cath- ede roa oe 53201. Gays United of the Quad Cities lic commmantecend iencs-seveny ee oe st ee 2p.m.atthe Serving eastern lowa and western 
Sunddy, Mea hin ehapal 860n| Gee N. Farwell. Illinois, P.O. Box 444, Rock Island, 

IL 61201 I - 
eee Ave. (76th St.) Call Milwaukee Health Department CHICAGO oe 

z : Social Hygiene Clinic Dignity/Chicago 

841 N. Broadway, Room 110 Catholic Mass, Sundays 7 p.m Forker M : , y p.m., 
we Se cant die a club Phone: 278-3631 824 West Wellington, Phone 525- 

Masts eummy.eavanc Suiiay pt. the hee ease & acy a 3564 or write Box 11261, Chicago, 
f " :30 a.m. to 7:15 p.m.; Tues, We IL 60611. 

re leap: Box 11362, Mil- Fri 8:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. and 
‘ ; 12.45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Fox Valley Gay Association 

Gay Al-Anon : Serving Elgin and N.W. suburbs of 
Be ieee ana drlende of Gay. brob> Silver Star Motorcycle Club Chicago. Gay referral line (312) 
lem drinkers. Meets Sundays, 6 Business meeting ever 2nd Sunday 888-1588. Monthly newsletter, 

p.m., The Farwell Center 1568 N. roe marty. rte Bex 1176, monthly meetings, rap sessions 
Farwell: ; Milwaukee 53201. Club night every —_and parties. Phone referral line or 

2nd Friday at the Wreck Room. write Box 393, Elgin, IL 60120. 

Gay Alcoholics Anonymous i 
Meath Sundays at 8 p.m. at the Pa Micey, community Gay Counseling Service 
Farwell Genter, 1568 Ni Farwell,  ~'8etings Wednesdaysat 80pm... Gay Switchboard 
Call 272-3081 and ask for group94.__—-_the Union (check daily event Switchboard (929-HELP) operates 

sheet for room) Write c/o Student between 7-11 p.m. for visitors to 

Gay Peoples Union, Inc. Union, UWM, Milwaukee, 53211. the city. Counseling Service-same 

Meets every Monday at the Farwell ee. hours and number. 
Center, 1568 N. Farwell at 8 p.m. ‘ F 

Business meetings the first Mon- Fox Valley Gay Alliance Maturity 
day of each month. The Farwell Serving Appleton-Oshkosh area. For those over 40. Germania Club, 

Center is open every night from Meets twice monthly. Write: P.O. 108 W. Germania PI. 3rd Fridays. 

7:30 to 11:00. Call 271-5273 or Box 332, Menasha, WI 54952 or Call 372-8616 for information. 

write P.O. Box 92203, Milwaukee, al! 414-731-5576. : 
Wi 53202. One of Chicago 

Gay Students Assn./Oshkosh 615 W. Wellington, 1st Fridays. 

GPU VD Clinic Univ. of Wis., Oshkosh, Box 51, Call 372-8616 for information. 

Free VD Screening. Open Wed. Dempsey Hall, Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Thurs, and Fri. evenings from 8-14 Meets twice monthly, info and VD Testing & Treatment for Gays 

p.m. The Farwell Genter’ 1568 N counseling available. Call 414-426- _ Howard Brown Memorial Clinic, 

Farwell. Diagnosis and treatment 0832. edo N: Halsted 7a) Dn — 
with a physician on Wed. Total i ; nesdays. Call 871-5777 for info. 

confidentiality. Phone 347-1222. Lesbian Switchboard 
: 306 N. Brooks (UYMCA) 1IOWA 

Madison, WI 53715 Pride of Lambda 

Grapevine (608) 257-7378 - 7-10 p.m. Meetings held at the People’s 
Feminist support and social group. Unitarian Church, 600 3rd Ave SE, 

All lesbians welcome. Thursdays, Madison Committee for Gay Rights Cedar Rapids. Monthly newsletter. 

7-9 p.m., The Women’s Coalition, PO Box 324, Madison, WI 53701 Call 364-0454 or write P.O. Box 265 

2211 E. Kenwood Blvd. Phone (608) 251-2937 Cedar Rapids, 1A 52406.
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ADS BY THE INCH 
Sate OE CSSD ASA caren ovo, [ann mNe 
FOR MULTIPLE INSERTIONS (no copy If you believe organized religion is the | Tired of second-rate lesbian novels with 

change): 10% for 3 to 5 insertions, 20%  °"e™my of gay liberation write: Gay Athe- | violence and bulldyke stereotypes? Want 
for 6 to 8, 35% for 9 to 11, and 50% for _ ists, P.O. Box 14142, San Francisco, Ca. | to read about people with whom you can 

12 or more insertions. All classified ads 94114. identify? Read Paula Christian’s novels of 

must be prepaid, and received by the 20th y love! Hailed as one of the top three writers 

day of the month prior to an issue. No GPU NEWS Back issues. Please —.. in the genre. “Edge of Twilight,” and its 
orders taken by phone. Proof copy is _ Price list of ie oe sequel, “This Side of Love.” Order one or 
munpiigd for a fire printing aly. Queers 92203, Milwaukee, both at $4.50 each, plus 75¢ postage and 
and payments should be sent to: i py 
CLASSIFIED, Box 92203, Milwaukee, WI ROOMMATE WANTED eS: ea alate or 
53202 ft moving to the Madison area P2202 dee SOL ee Jus 8 Box 267, New Milford, CT 06776. (Conn. 

from Fon du Lac. Does anyone | residents please add 7% sales tax. 
THE LOVING BROTHERHOOD need a roommate? | would prefer 

For men who care. . .for each other. Long someone under 30. I’m 22. If so, FOR SALE 

self-addressed stamped envelop for info to: write: Rick, 622 Dallas St., Sauk Very sturdy mailing tubes. 18 inches long 

Se ee ee Ooms City, Wi 53583. I’m presently stay- by 2 inches diameter. 25#each, with caps. 

THE LOVING BROTHERHOOD ing with a friend. Must pick up. 276-0612, after 5 p.m. 
For men who care. . for each other. For NEEDED Rat Soupn eommaniad Whig 

peat sc oy te Pen pals and close friends, northeastern likes travel and dancing. I have my own 

j Wisconsin area, also gay bars in the same car, camper, and extra room. Phone (414) 

Personable educated executive, forties, di- area. Write: Rick, 5106 East Silver Lake 259.0708. 
verse interests, seeks compatible trim, Road, Laona, WI 54541. : 
straight acting professional or student un- Good looking and well built male 

der 30 for relaxed social and physical VISITING CHICAGO? seeks attractive gays, teens to 45. 

companionship. Boxholder, Box 09150, OMEGA ONE has handsome youths to Correspondence now, possible meet- 
Milwaukee, 53209. escort you. We are here for your service, ing later. Send photo. E. Phillips, 

: evenings and weekends. (312) 288-4642. Rt. 2, Kings Court, Columbia, AL 

Greek/French Devotee needs action not 36319. 

letters. Myrtle Beach SC Area daytimes 
only. 57. Write Drawer D, SSB‘ Myrtle GAY BOOKS b 
Beach SC 29577 Magazines, photos, cassettes, incense, vita- 

mins, and other mail order. Subjects in- GPU ee ~ on or bogie 

clude s; i i ice list of available numbers. 

GPU plate See ee er oS plus she. aie cena aor aren a epee WI 53202 
rice list of avail mbers. ; 

$2203, Milwaukee, WI 53202 Se eee 
OSHKOSH - ROOMMATE 

ED ‘ 
OUTSTANDING NEW YORK MODEL if ou ee Maden or Wanted—roomate to share nice and 
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FABULOUS SIDEBOARD RESTAURANT 
Serving Dinners and Sandwiches 'til 11 P.M. 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 1 - 5:00 P.M. 

Wynee at the piano 

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT Organ music by Gary 

Tuesday 9:00 - 1:00 P.M. Vocals by Gerry Perry 
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HOURS DOUBLE BUBBLE 

Monday - Friday 2P.M.-2A.M. (On the corner of Water and Erie) Monday - Friday 5 - 7:00 P.M. 

Saturday & Sunday 1 P.M. - Closing Phone 347 - 9662 Wednesday - BEER NIGHT
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